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Becoming a Green Carrier
Mobile telecommunications carriers in Japan currently emit an amount of CO2 equivalent to that of approximately 10 million private vehicles/year*. The amount
of these emissions, which originate in the charging of
mobile terminals as well as the operation of base stations and the manufacture and delivery of terminals, is
extremely large, and the reduction of CO2 emissions is
a great social responsibility for all of us. Movements
toward achieving a decarbonized society are accelerating throughout the world, and NTT DOCOMO, which
views its response to climate change as an important
corporate issue, declared its commitment to carbon
neutrality by 2030 in September 2021 [1].
This declaration states that NTT DOCOMO will undertake this challenge within the company, throughout
its value chain, and together with its customers and
partner companies. First, we will achieve carbon neutrality within the company in a number of ways, such
as by developing technologies and implementing facilities for reducing power consumption in the network and
by procuring renewable energy from NTT DOCOMOʼs
own solar power plants. Next, in the value chain, we
will promote the use of renewable energy at docomo
Shops by installing solar panels at their premises. Finally, for customers and partner companies, we will roll
out new services designed to contribute to decarbonization such as “Green 5G” that is essentially powered
by renewable energy and the sale of “green power” via
the “docomo Denki” electricity service. We will also contribute to carbon neutrality throughout society by providing environmentally conscious products and services
from partner companies for use by customers in conjunction with NTT DOCOMO services. Through these initiatives, NTT DOCOMO aims to become a green carrier.
In line with this declaration, NTT DOCOMO R&D will
strive to develop technologies for reducing CO2 emissions originating in the network and services. For the
network, there are a wide variety of technologies that
can contribute to a reduction in CO2 emissions. These
include enhanced base-station sleep functions and reduced power consumption in 5th Generation mobile communications system (5G) equipment as well as NTTʼs
Innovative Optical and Wireless Network (IOWN) that
includes a next-generation network and informationprocessing infrastructure. As for services, we plan to
contribute to advanced solutions in various fields by
developing service-related technologies that can encourage people to undergo a behavioral transformation
toward a low-carbon lifestyle. We can expect the amount
of CO2 emissions to increase in step with an increase
in the volume of communications. With this being the
case, achieving a decarbonized society will require
even more innovative developments in the network and
services, so I feel that even more will be expected of
NTT DOCOMO R&D.
In addition to the above, R&D General Affairs Department that I belong to is working on creating a safeand-secure R&D environment at the DOCOMO R&D
Center located in Yokosuka Research Park. In face of
the COVID-19 pandemic, we are enhancing diverse
measures to prevent the spread of infections while
providing workplace vaccinations. A major theme of
late is how best to achieve decarbonization at the

General Manager of
R&D General Affairs Department

Yoshifumi Kurokawa
DOCOMO R&D Center, and measures for reducing power consumption are being phased-in such as installing
air-conditioning facilities with high energy-saving performance. We also plan to expand the use of renewable energy by installing large-scale solar panels and
turning purchased power effectively into renewable
energy through the purchase of non-fossil fuel certificates. Through efforts such as these, I would like to
achieve “carbon neutrality from the R&D stage” and
help NTT DOCOMO to become a green carrier.
In closing, I would like to introduce you to the WHARF
exhibition hall at the DOCOMO R&D Center. Open to
the general public, WHARF visitors can experience for
themselves mobile communications of the future and
the Smart Life. About 140,000 people, a great number
indeed, have so far come to visit WHARF. In addition
to elemental technologies making up 5G and the 6thGeneration mobile communications system (6G), WHARF
brings together a number of examples of how 5G can
be used in a variety of fields such as humanoid robots,
eXtended Reality (XR), and esports so that our customers can experience the latest technologies. In the future, we plan to supplement these exhibits with examples of innovations related to our pursuit of carbon neutrality. At the WHARF reception desk, an autonomousrunning robot greets and guides visitors, and in this way,
I would like to make positive use of the DOCOMO R&D
Center as a place for holding trials of new technologies.
REFERENCE

[1]

NTT DOCOMO Press Release: ‟NTT DOCOMO Commits
to Carbon Neutrality by 2030, Aiming to Achieve Effectively Zero Greenhouse Gas Emissions̶Initiatives Begin
on Helping Society as a Whole Achieve Carbon Neutrality Together with its Customers and Partner Companies̶,” Sep. 2021.

* The equivalent number of vehicles is calculated by summing the amount
of CO2 emissions (FY2019) publically announced by Japanese mobile
telecommunications carriers (DOCOMO, KDDI, Softbank, and Rakuten)
and dividing by the amount of CO2 emissions per private vehicle.

All company names or names of products, software, and services appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Special
Articles
on

AI

Expansion of AI Technologies to Diverse Industries
and Basic Technologies Supporting AI Applications

Today, smartphones have become an integral part of daily life and the launch of 5G services has
made a high-speed, low-latency mobile communications environment a reality. Against this
background, the research and development of AI has accelerated throughout the world with the aim of
making our life more convenient through the use of smartphones and communication services. The
NTT DOCOMO Group as well is energetically exploring the use of AI technologies.
The basis of AI is machine learning and statistical analysis. While the fundamental task of AI is to
classify data and make suggestions, it has found widespread application.
The NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal periodically features special articles on AI, and in this issue,
we introduce activities related to language processing and image recognition in relation to data classification and the research and development of a recommendation engine and self-driving vehicles in
relation to behavior support.
These special articles describe a variety of challenges that go beyond the simple application of
technology while presenting many application examples that reflect new possibilities in AI. We hope
they deepen the reader’s understanding of AI and lead to the creation of new forms of AI that go beyond
existing frameworks.
(Editorial Office)

Natural Language Processing for Realizing DX

(Special Articles)
DX

Natural Language Processing

Document Classification

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Special Articles on AI̶Expansion of AI Technologies to Diverse Industries and
Basic Technologies Supporting AI Applications̶

Natural Language Processing
for Realizing DX
Service Innovation Department

Yutaro Shiramizu Keisuke Oka
Shusuke Tatsumi

In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in the development of
technologies that use AI to help promote DX. In particular, attention has been focused on the field of natural language processing, which is an AI technology that
can quickly and accurately process large amounts of text data accumulated by
businesses. This article introduces the natural language processing AI being developed by NTT DOCOMO, its technical features, and the GUI tools that support
the use of AI. It also discusses actual implementations of this technology, its synergistic effects with RPA tools, and its future prospects.

In particular, RPA tools can make significant im-

1. Introduction

provements to the processing of large quantities

In recent years, there has been a government-

of text data, including questionnaires and user in-

led push to reform the way people work, and there

quiries, and are becoming increasingly popular,

is a strong demand for the use of digital technolo-

especially in front and back offices. However, with

gies such as Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

RPA tools alone, it is difficult to achieve the Digi-

1

2

tools* and chatbots* to speed up business opera-

tal Transformation (DX)*3 of work requiring intel-

tions, improve productivity, and reduce workloads.

ligent judgments, such as text categorization and

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.

All company names or names of products, software, and services
appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.
*1

RPA tool: A software-based robot that records PC operations
as scenarios and automates PC operations.
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internal and external applications.

tagging. There is consequently also an increasing
demand for AI-based automation in the field of
natural language processing, which can replace hu-

2. Natural Language Processing
AI to Help Drive DX

man linguistic comprehension.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

However, AI has to be diverse because the avail-

2.1 Overview

able computational resources and required performance differ from one project to the next in prac-

In recent years, natural language processing

tical situations. People also have reservations about

has been the subject of academic research all over

the security aspects of using AI to process a com-

the world, and many high-performance algorithms

panyʼs private internal text data in public external

have been proposed in studies conducted under

4

Software as a Service (SaaS)* applications. Fur-

well-developed experimental settings. These algo-

thermore, departments without system engineers

rithms are often released as Open Source Software

can find it very burdensome to implement the in-

(OSS)*6, so the latest algorithms are readily avail-

troduction and operation of AI by themselves. Due

able for anyone to use. On the other hand, in the

to issues such as these, the introduction of AI is

business world, there are many restrictions on the

not always an easy task.

availability of computational resources and data, so

To address these issues, NTT DOCOMO has

it is not possible to satisfy the needs of users by ap-

developed a high-performance natural language

plying these algorithms directly. At NTT DOCOMO,

processing algorithm that makes full use of the

we have therefore been working on the develop-

computational resources, and a lightweight and

ment of additional functions and the creation of

high-speed algorithm that can run on low-spec

methods for deploying these functions to meet the

PCs. These algorithms have made it possible to se-

diverse needs of real users while using the latest

lect and use flexible natural language processing

OSS.

AI technologies that meet the needs of users in
diverse scenarios, including cloud and local pro-

2.2 Functions

cessing environments, PCs and servers with di-

1) Document Classification

verse specifications, and various user security pol-

A document classification function is a func-

icies. To reduce the burden on operators, we have

tion that automatically assigns labels to documents

5

(Figure 1 (a)). NTT DOCOMO provides two types

tool that makes these AIs easy to use and fine-

of classifier (lightweight and high-performance) to

tune.

satisfy users with different needs.

also developed a Graphical User Interface (GUI)*

(a) Lightweight classifier

This article describes the development of natural language processing AI and GUI technologies

The lightweight classifier meets the needs

that meet diverse and widely varying needs in

of local environments using ordinary busi-

practical tasks such as text categorization and the

ness PCs for situations such as when the

concealment of personal information, as well as in

cloud cannot be used due to concerns about

*2
*3

*4

Chatbot: A program that automatically conducts interactive
dialog with people via speech or text.
DX: The use of IT technology to revolutionize services and
business models, promote business, and change the lives of
people for the better in diverse ways.
SaaS: Software that is used remotely via the Internet or oth-

*5

*6

er networks.
GUI: An interface that consists of a combination of buttons
and icons that are clearly visible and can be operated intuitively.
OSS: Software whose source code is released free of charge
for anyone to reuse or modify.
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(a) Document classification: High-speed classification of large numbers of documents based on a pre-trained document classifier.
Input document topic

Example input

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Input
documents

The US manufacturer’s official
website has started selling
refurbished smartphones and
tablets from the 2019 lineup.

Document
classification
model

Classification
results

IT

Classification
results

Economy

Classification
results

Sports

(b) Sequence labeling: Identify and label personal information and abusive language included in the text.
I’m Ikeda from DOCOMO.
I’m based at Ikeda City in Osaka.
My phone number is 090-1234-5678.
I’m looking forward to seeing you.

Sequence
labeling model

I’m <Person> from <Organization>.
I’m based at <Location>.
My phone number is <PhoneNumber>.
I’m looking forward to seeing you.

(c) Entity linking: Use a large dictionary of named entities generated from Wikipedia to extract proper nouns from sentences.
......Arrive in Hiroshima at 9:00......
......Visit DOCOMO’s Hiroshima
branch office at 13:00......

Large named
entity
dictionary

......Take the 18:00 Shinkansen
back to Tokyo......

Figure 1

Hiroshima city

Hiroshima city

Place name

DOCOMO

NTT DOCOMO

Company name

9:00

9:00

Date representation

tilayer perceptron* that is simple to imple-

effectively. In FAQ classification, the text of

ment, computationally inexpensive, and ca-

a question entered by a user is automatical-

pable of running on a low-spec PC. The fea-

ly classified to match a prepared FAQ item.

8

Here, if the input text contains misspellings,

tures* used in this algorithm consist not
9

only of morphemes* , which are commonly

it cannot be classified correctly when using

used for this purpose, but also the actual

only morphemes. On the other hand, if char-

characters used in the text and the appear-

acters and character N-grams are used, a

10

within it. This

question can be correctly classified by in-

makes it possible to achieve high accuracy

ferring substrings (like “b, l, u, e, t, o, ...” in

ance of character N-grams*
11

the sample shown in the figure) as hints.

even with a small corpus* , and enables the

(b) High-performance classifier

construction of classifiers that are robust

*9
*10

Category
Station name

illustrate how these features can be used

7

*8

Entity
Hiroshima station

List of natural language processing AI features

cost and security. Its algorithm uses a mul-

*7

Keyword
Hiroshima

against misspellings and omissions. Figure 2

The high-performance classifier is designed

shows an example of FAQ classification to

to meet the needs of users who have either

Multilayer perceptron: A type of neural network that implements machine learning algorithms.
Feature: An amount (a numeric value) extracted from data to
characterize that data.
Morpheme: The smallest unit of a linguistic expression.
N-gram: Any sequence of n consecutive elements (e.g., words

*11

or letters).
Corpus: A language resource consisting of a large volume of
text and utterances, etc. collected and stored in a database.
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Text for input and
features to be used

Output labels and
response text
corresponding to these
labels

Machine learning model
Input layer

Intermediate layer

Output layer

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

There is a “t” missing.

Output label

Input text

0007

can’t connect to bluetooh

Features
Morphemes
can’t, connect, to, bluetooh
Text
b, l, u, e, t, o, …
Character N-grams
bl, lu, ue, et, to, oo, …

Figure 2

Input

Output

a cloud server or an on-premises*12 server

in the business field. To meet this need,

equipped with a Graphics Processing Unit

NTT DOCOMO altered the label output part

(GPU)* , and who want to achieve high per-

of NTTʼs BERT classifier to provide multi-

formance by making the best use of abun-

label output.

dant computational resources. It uses an al-

2) Sequence Labeling

gorithm called Bidirectional Encoder Rep-

The purpose of the sequence labeling function

resentations from Transformers (BERT) [1],

is to automatically assign labels to sequential da-

which has become the de facto standard for

ta*18. At NTT DOCOMO, we use this function to

language processing in recent years. BERT

mask text including content such as personal in-

requires large amounts of training data and

formation and abusive language (Fig. 1 (b)). In de-

computational resources, but performs very

veloping this function, we used an open-source

well. Its pre-learning model*

14

is based on

natural language processing library called Flair [2],

the NTT version of BERT* , a technology

which has a large developer community and can

developed by NTT Human Informatics La-

handle lightweight algorithms. In the selection of

boratories.

OSS, the use of lightweight algorithms was an im-

15

NTT DOCOMO has also provided its

portant consideration because users often have to

16

own support for multi-label classification* .

avoid using the cloud for security reasons when

The NTT version of BERT only supported

processing highly confidential data, and therefore

17

*13

To obtain a Bluetooth connection,
you not only have to turn on this
setting, but you also have to
select the device you want to
connect to and pair the two
devices with each other. ...

An example where the features of a lightweight classifier work effectively

13

*12

Response text that
corresponds to the label

single-label classification* , but there is a

need a solution that can also operate in a local en-

strong demand for multi-label classification

vironment. A large developer community is also

On-premises: Refers to an environment where the constituent
hardware of a corporate system is owned, operated and maintained by the company itself.
GPU: A processor unit that excels in parallel computing. It is
ideal for deep learning processes that requires parallel computation.

*14

*15

Pre-learning model: A model that has been trained unsupervised on a large corpus before supervised learning of the target task.
NTT version of BERT: A BERT model that was pre-trained
using data collected by NTT Human Informatics Laboratories.
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important, because it makes it more likely that the

cost of maintaining the dictionary is low be-

software will be continuously updated with interface

cause the entire process from data extraction

improvements and bug fixes based on feedback from

to dictionary construction is fully automated.
(b) Category assignment

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

diverse users. We avoided OSS from small developer communities because it tends to have mea-

NTT DOCOMO also assigns categories

ger documentation and less accumulated know-how,

to entities as higher-level concepts based on

so that the development and operation of systems

an extended named entity hierarchy*20 [4],

often depends on an individual developer.

and classifies the extracted results into about

3) Entity Linking

200 categories before they are used. For ex-

The entity linking function extracts keywords

ample, in a dialogue system, it would not be

from sentences and then links these keywords to

practical to prepare individual system re-

entities. For example, sentences may contain not

sponses for every single possible user ut-

only common nouns like “desk” and “train”, but al-

terance, such as “I want to eat noodles” and

so proper nouns like “America”, “USA”, and “Unit-

“I want to eat an apple.” However, if we use

ed States”. Sometimes, different nouns may refer

the fact that the words “noodles” and “apple”

to the same concept (entity) such as the last three

both belong to a “food name” category, it is

examples in the previous sentence, which all refer

only necessary to prepare a system response

to the United States of America. Entity linking is

for “I want to eat [food name],” which great-

a function that mechanically extracts keywords

ly reduces the burden of creating response

from a sentence (words that convey a unique mean-

scenarios.

ing) and infers the entities to which these key-

(c) Use case

words refer (Fig. 1 (c)).

One possible use case of entity linking is

(a) Building a dictionary based on data extracted

the extraction of keywords from news. The

from Wikipedia

use of Wikipedia statistics for entity linking

At NTT DOCOMO, we perform entity

is a good match with keyword extraction

linking by using data extracted from Wikipedia

from news items, because Wikipedia updates

[3]. This data ‒ including each articleʼs body

its article content and increases the num-

text, anchor text, and number of page views ‒

ber of page views to reflect current trends.

is statistically processed and used to weight

Furthermore, since it is possible to perform

the keywords and construct an entity-keyword

not only simple character string extraction

dictionary. Using Wikipedia has several ad-

but also to accommodate different ways of

vantages: (a) its articles are frequently cre-

representing the same concept, this approach

ated and updated, and it responds quickly

makes it easy to use extracted/linked enti-

to new phenomena and popular words, (b)

ties or categories associated with entities as

19

new database dumps*

article tags.

are published every

day, making the data easy to use, and (c) the

*16
*17
*18

Multi-label classification: A classification method where multiple labels can be assigned to a single piece of data.
Single-label classification: A classification method where a
single label is assigned to a single piece of data.
Sequential data: Data consisting of a series of elements, such
as character strings, audio waveforms, and purchase histories.

*19

Database dump: A file containing the content of a database.
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In this way, by using GUI tools that are easy

3. GUI Tools to Accelerate the
Deployment of Natural
Language Processing AI

to introduce, users can easily build, tune and manage AI systems by performing simple screen operations, which is expected to reduce the hurdles

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

3.1 Overview

that have to be negotiated in order to set up and

When implementing and using natural language

use natural language processing AI.

processing AI, it is important to tune the AI to
maintain and improve its accuracy. Tuning refers

3.2 GUI Tools and Their Functions

to a series of tasks involved in the construction

The GUI tools provide a suite of functions that

and continuous updating of AI models, such as

are needed for the implementation of AI, including

verifying the AI accuracy and modifying the train-

uploading datasets, creating annotation data, learn-

ing data by performing annotation*

21

work. It also

ing, and performing evaluations. Everything from

involves visual work by operators, which incurs a

the initial construction of AI systems to the mainte-

certain level of human labor costs.

nance of these systems can be done on-screen via

To reduce these labor costs, NTT DOCOMO

a GUI (Figure 3).
The details of the main functions are outlined

has also developed GUI tools to support AI tuning.
With these tools, it is possible to use simple screen

below.

operations to rapidly perform AI training and eval-

1) Learning/evaluation

uation, which requires repetitive work such as con-

Users can create their own AI systems by us-

struction and tuning. In addition, the prediction re-

ing the GUI tools to upload pre-prepared annotat-

sults of AI trained by users can be used for anno-

ed text data to the backend server and perform

tations to adjust the amount of manual effort and

learning. To judge the accuracy of labels automat-

prioritize tasks so that work can be performed ef-

ically assigned to the input, the user can upload

ficiently. Furthermore, since the constructed AI

annotated data prepared as correct answers to

and data are managed by the system in units of

the GUI tool, whereby the AI can then automati-

revisions, it is no longer necessary for the user to

cally calculate the correct answer rate and evalu-

be aware of complicated information management

ate the accuracy.

such as which data was used to construct which

In this way, users can easily construct their

AI and when, and how accurate it was. As re-

own AI systems and evaluate their accuracy simp-

gards the introduction of these tools, their back-

ly by preparing annotated text data.

22

end*

engine runs on container virtualization tech23

2) Tuning

and thus does not depend on work envi-

With this function, users can check and correct

ronment attributes such as a local/cloud server or

labels by using trained AI to automatically assign

host OS. These GUI tools are also containerized so

labels to text data. In general, AI can reproduce

nology*

that the back-end tools and front-end*

24

GUI can

by humans. The more texts it has to learn from,

both be introduced easily.

*20

human judgment by learning from texts labeled

Extended named entity hierarchy: A semantic classification
structure wherein words are classified into about 200 categories such as “names of people”, “names of cities and towns”,
and “names of countries”. These categories have a structure
of up to three levels, such as “place name > name of astronomical body > planet name”.

*21
*22

Annotation: Manually annotating data such as text and images
Back-end: The part of a system that runs the GUI. It mainly
consists of a processing engine and a system part that connects the engine with the GUI.
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Create annotations and
training data

Label the sentences to be
classified and create learning data.

Adjust hyperparameters

Set the parameters required for
learning. If necessary, repeat the
settings until accurate results are
obtained.

Learning

Create an AI training model based
on learning data.

Evaluation

Compare with the correct answer
data and calculate the correct
answer rate etc. of decisions
made by AI.

Figure 3

Tuning flow and screenshot of the GUI tools

can often become an operational issue. This tool

the better its accuracy.
Once the AI has been trained to some extent,

provides functions whereby trained AI systems

the annotation process can be made more efficient

and the datasets and evaluation summaries used

by allowing it to start annotating text, and using

in learning can be managed in work units called

human judgment to correct its mistakes. The cor-

“revisions.” In this way, users do not need to be

rected annotations can then be used to improve

aware of the abovementioned complex management.

the AI accuracy by further training.

Instead, the previous datasets and evaluation sum-

As a result, this function makes it possible to

maries can be individually managed on the system

improve the accuracy of AI while reducing the

side, allowing the effects of tuning and differences

cost of creating labeled text data.

of data to be analyzed for each dataset.

It also provides a screen where users can perform actions such as executing learning, evaluating the accuracy of learning, and changing hyperparameters*25 during learning. This makes it easy to

4. Use cases
4.1 Overview

26

adjust parameters* during tuning.

At NTT DOCOMO, we are not only develop-

3) Revision Control

ing natural language processing AI and GUI tools,

When tuning an AI system, the complexity of

but we are also promoting DX using natural lan-

managing previous datasets and evaluation results

guage processing AI both inside and outside the

*23

*24

Container virtualization technology: A technology in which an
application itself and all its necessary files are packaged together as a “container” and run on a process called a container engine.
Front-end: The part of the system that the user sees and interacts with. This mostly corresponds to the GUI.

*25

*26

Hyperparameter: A value that is set during training. Since the
performance varies depending on the setting values, they
should be optimized for the best performance.
Parameter adjustment: The selection of relevant setting values for the best performance.
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the classification results are dependent on the

company.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Internally, we are cooperating with the Cus-

knowledge and experience of staff.

tomer Satisfaction (CS) department, which collects

NTT DOCOMO has therefore been working

text-based feedback from users and employees.

with the in-house CS department to promote the

We are working to improve their operations and

automatic classification of questionnaires by intro-

help them achieve greater user satisfaction through

ducing natural language processing AI with the

measures such as constructing and supporting the

aim of improving operational efficiency by prompt-

introduction of natural language processing AI, and

ly and appropriately responding to user feedback.

sharing the accumulated results of manual classi-

Since the collected questionnaires were used and

fication.

analyzed within a closed in-house network, it would

Outside the company, we are also working with

have been difficult to have them automatically pro-

the corporate sales division to develop RPA-AI col-

cessed by an external high-spec server. We there-

laborative solutions, and we are conducting a wide

fore developed the abovementioned lightweight

range of demonstration experiments using not

classification algorithm and made it available as

only natural language processing but also Optical

AI for use in classifying questionnaire responses.

Character Recognition (OCR) and speech recogni-

Since data from previous questionnaires had al-

27

ready accumulated by manual classification, the CS

tion* technologies.

department used it as AI learning data.

4.2 Working with the In-house CS
Department

By introducing natural language processing AI
into this work, we were able to automate most of

NTT DOCOMO collects feedback from users

the work that had previously been done manually

and employees at its shops and call centers. After

for a long time. As a result, the questionnaire pro-

it has been anonymized so that specific individuals

cessing workload was greatly reduced. In the fu-

cannot be identified, we use this data to create bet-

ture, in addition to the automatic classification of

ter services and operations that lead to increased

questionnaires, we also aim to achieve greater user

user and employee satisfaction. For example, ques-

satisfaction by introducing AI that automatically

tionnaires submitted by users are read by special-

conceals personal information such as names and

ist staff who compile them into units such as “re-

addresses that users have mistakenly entered.

quests” and “plaudits” before they are shared with
related departments. However, a large number of
questionnaires are received every day, and it takes

4.3 Solutions for Linking RPA Tools
and AI

a lot of time to read them all properly. Since this

In recent years, solutions to automate more com-

process relies on human judgment, it is inevitable

plex tasks (Cognitive Automation*28) have been ex-

that the accuracy will decrease due to oversights

plored by combining RPA tools with “brains” im-

or misclassifications. Another issue is that it is dif-

plemented using AI for natural language processing

ficult to equalize the quality of this work because

or OCR. As part of the introduction and expansion

*27

Speech recognition: Technology that analyzes human speech
in order to convert it into text or infer peopleʼs emotions.

*28

Cognitive Automation: A technology that combines RPA tools
with AI tools such as natural language processing, image
recognition and voice recognition to enable the automation of
judgment-based work that is performed by humans.
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of our WinActor RPA tool and our delivery of

the workflow. We also introduced new voice recog-

RPA-AI collaborative solutions, NTT DOCOMO

nition software with the aim of improving the effi-

has also been working with the Nara Prefectural

ciency of data creation by making it possible to

General Medical Center on demonstrations of an

convert printed patient records into electronic da-

experimental system for automatically inputting

ta simply by reading them out aloud.
In this demonstration experiment, we evaluat-

electronic medical records into existing systems.
Although humans are required to do some of

ed not only quantitative effects such as the reduc-

the work in the medical field, such as performing

tion of the time required to enter data into the

medical examinations and tests, there are also

electronic medical record system, but also the qual-

many tasks that can be made more efficient by IT,

itative effects mentioned by people responsible for

such as creating medical records for each patient

entering this data, who said that it reduced the

and inputting data into electronic medical record

incidence of data entry errors and gave them more

systems. However, especially when inputting data

time to spend with patients. In this way, the in-

to the system, it is necessary to have some level

troduction of the RPA-AI collaborative solution

of understanding of the text data before it can be

made it possible for hospital staff to concentrate

transcribed to the proper location, so it is not easy

on their core business, and produced results lead-

to perform this task with RPA tools alone. In addi-

ing to the creation of new value for customers.

tion, since this process involves handling personal

These results strongly suggest that DX is not only

information, it is preferably performed within the

able to deliver cost reductions, but can also con-

confines of a local network between work PCs ra-

tribute to improving the quality of work itself.

ther than by a SaaS solution that sends the data
over an external network. In addition, hospitals often already have databases and systems up and

5. Conclusion

running, and these have to be used as they are
without any modification.

We have discussed the development of natural
language processing algorithms for delivering DX

To accommodate these requirements, we con-

and GUI tools for improved operability and con-

structed a lightweight natural language processing

venience, and the deployment and future prospects

AI tool that can run locally and an RPA tool that

of these tools both within NTT DOCOMO and in

requires only a PC connected to the hospital net-

other businesses. By developing a variety of natu-

work and does not require an external server. We

ral language processing AI tools supporting diverse

linked these systems together to automate the

methods and algorithms, we have made it possible

work of transcribing records into the system that

for users to select the appropriate AI according to

had previously been performed by humans. By do-

their applications, requirements, and execution en-

ing so, we were able to eliminate excess work by

vironments. At the same time, we sought to make

reducing the workload of medical personnel with-

operating AI in the field less burdensome (includ-

out making major changes to the later stages of

ing making it easier to train systems, evaluate
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their performance, and improve their accuracy) by

and increasing the number of organizations that

developing GUI tools that incorporate functional

use natural language processing AI.

requests from the operating department. We have
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Nowadays, many media outlets deliver summaries of news, which helps readers to understand news efficiently. However, manually writing a summary of each
news article requires specialized skills, and leads to the issue of securing the human resources. NTT DOCOMO has developed a multifunctional AI system for automatic news article summarization. This system generates summaries based on
the userʼs intention, reducing the time required for summarization and addressing
the shortage of human resources.

news article into summaries with appropriate length

1. Introduction

requires specialized skills, in addition to handling

Nowadays, many media outlets provide simple

large amounts of workloads. Therefore, it is nec-

summaries of news articles to present the main

essary to train staff for a certain period of time,

content to readers in an easy-to-understand manner.

which is an issue from the standpoint of securing

However, summaries often have a limit on the num-

human resources.

ber of sentences or characters due to the area con-

To address this issue, in recent years a variety

straint on media outlets, and manually condensing

of automatic summarization systems using AI

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.
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appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.
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technology, which can improve the efficiency of

existing summarization systems do not have a func-

summarization, have been released. Many of these

tion that takes into account keywords that the us-

systems use extractive summarization or abstrac-

er wants to include or exclude, nor a function that

tive summarization techniques. Extractive sum-

visualizes the area of the source text from which

marization extracts key sentences from the source

the summary is copied or the area in the summary

text, whereas abstractive summarization creates

that is newly generated. As a result, with existing

new sentences by deleting or adding some words

summarization systems users cannot add constraints

or phrases from the source text. Examples of ex-

to the summary content or efficiently correct gram-

tractive summarization and abstractive summari-

matical errors in the summary, making them in-

zation are shown in Figure 1. The examples in all

convenient to use in actual operation.
To solve the above issues, NTT DOCOMO has

figures are provided only in Japanese since our

developed a multifunctional automatic summariza-

system supports only Japanese at present.
Although having potential to generate high-

tion AI system that creates summaries in accord-

quality news summaries in a similar way as a hu-

ance with the userʼs intention. This system has

man, abstractive summarization has the following

three features. First, the character length control

issues. Since some words or phrases are deleted

function creates summaries with a length of ap-

or added to meet the required length of the sum-

proximately 70 to 100% of the number of charac-

mary, conventional technology often generates the

ters specified by the user. Compared with conven-

summary with grammar errors. The summary may

tional methods, the precision of character length

also not satisfy length requirements even if sen-

control and the quality of grammar of the summary

tences are grammatically correct. In addition, many

have been improved. Second, our system has a hint

Input text

Summarization result

熱帯低気圧の影響を受け東京は猛暑．
今年の最高気温を記録した．
熱中症の報告事例が増加している．

熱帯低気圧の影響を受け東京は猛暑．
Extractive
熱中症の報告事例が増加している．
summarization

今後も注意が必要だ．

熱帯低気圧の影響を受け東京は猛暑．
熱帯低気圧で東京は今年の最高気温を記録
した．

今年の最高気温を記録した．
熱中症の報告事例が増加している．

Abstractive
summarization 熱中症に注意が必要だ．

今後も注意が必要だ．

Figure 1

Referenced area
Generated area

Examples of extractive summarization and abstractive summarization
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function that allows users to set keywords to be

this system can reduce the time required for sum-

included or excluded in the summary in order to

marization and addresses the shortage of human re-

efficiently generate summaries that meets the us-

sources.

erʼs purpose. The system also has a title function

In this article, we describe the prominent func-

that generates a summary that includes the con-

tions of our automatic summarization AI system,

tent of the news articleʼs title. Third, the system

techniques for improving the systemʼs abstractive

has the visualization function that highlights the

summarization performance, and the results of

areas in the source text that are referenced to gen-

evaluation.

erate summarization and the locations of newly generated text, which helps users to correct the sum-

2. NTT DOCOMOʼs Automatic
Summarization AI System

mary more efficiently.
This system can automatically generate opti-

2.1 Overview of System

mal summaries in terms of the number of characters and the content and allow the user to efficient-

NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic summarization AI

ly revise the generated summary when the sum-

system is composed of two systems: an extractive

mary includes errors. Compared with manual sum-

summarization system and an abstractive summa-

marization and conventional summarization systems,

rization system (Figure 2). Both systems use deep

Outputs
Outputs summary
that includes/excludes summary that
specified words and includes content
of the title
phrases
(1) Hint function

(2) Title function

Input text

Controls the length
of output (number
of characters,
sentences)
(3) Character length control function
Summarization result

Deep learning

Source text
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，
大規模な停電が発生した．約300万世帯が
影響を受けた他，原子力発電所の原子炉2
基が緊急停止している．現地の電力会社
によると，停電はサンディエゴなどカリ
フォルニア州南部とアリゾナ州西部の他，
国境を越えたメキシコの一部の地域など
広範囲に及び，道路の信号が消えて渋滞
が発生するなど約300万世帯が影響を受け
たという．この停電により，サンディエ
ゴ近郊のサンオノフレ原発では原子炉2基
が緊急停止したが，電力会社は放射能漏
れなど，安全に関する問題は起きていな
いとしている．また，停電の原因につい
て，電力会社はテロではなく変電所の工
事に伴うトラブルとの見方を示している．

Input

Extractive
summarization

Output

Technique for
extracting important text
from source text
Input

Abstractive
summarization

Output

Technique for generating
summary based on the
content of source text

Abstractive summarization
米カリフォルニア州などで，8
日午後，大規模な停電が発生し
た．停電はメキシコの一部の地
域など…

(4) Visualization function
Identifies the text area
referenced in the source text
for summarization and the text
area of newly generated text

Figure 2

Extractive summarization
アメリカカリフォルニア州など
で8日午後，大規模な停電が発
生した．約300万世帯が影響を
受けた他，原子力発電所の原子
炉2基が緊急停止している．

Text area which is extracted in
abstractive summarization
Text area of newly generated
word

Overview of NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic summarization AI system
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learning*1 and are equipped with the following func-

article, is different. This function was developed to

tions.

generate summaries optimized for each user.

(1) Hint function: Adds restrictive conditions to

The system allows users to input multiple key-

the content of a summary through keywords

words and phrases. Figure 3 shows an example of

and phrases specified by the user

how the summary changes based on the keyword
that the user wants to include in the summary.

(2) Title function: Generates summary that in-

Figure 4 shows an example of how the summary

cludes the content of the title
(3) Character length control function: Controls

changes when the user wants to exclude the key-

the number of characters and sentences in

word suggested by the hint from the summary. In

a summary

this way, the system makes it possible to output
summaries that are closer to what users intend

(4) Visualization function: Allows the user to

through input of hints.

visually check source text that were referenced to generate the summary and posi-

2.3 Title Function

tions of newly generated text.

The title function can improve the quality of

2.2 Hint Function

the summary by allowing the user to input the ti-

The hint function allows users to add restrictions

tle of source text. The quality of deep learning-

to the content of a summary by specifying keywords

based summarization usually depends on the qual-

or phrases they want to include or exclude. For a

ity and quantity of the training data. When the

news article, the information that different users

source text contains content that is not included in

want to include in the summary, such as names

the training data, the quality of the summary may

of persons, places, and company appearing in the

decline. We thus developed the title function. This

Specified
character
length

Source text
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な
停電が発生した．約300万世帯が影響を受けた他，原
子力発電所の原子炉2基が緊急停止している．現地の
電力会社によると，停電はサンディエゴなどカリフォ
ルニア州南部とアリゾナ州西部の他，国境を越えたメ
キシコの一部の地域など広範囲に及び，道路の信号が
消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300万世帯が影響を受け
たという．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサン
オノフレ原発では原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力
会社は放射能漏れなど，安全に関する問題は起きてい
ないとしている．また，停電の原因について，電力会
社はテロではなく変電所の工事に伴うトラブルとの見
方を示している．(294 characters)

120

Result of summarization without the keyword suggested
by the hint
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停
電が発生した．停電はメキシコの一部の地域など広範囲
に及び，約300万世帯が影響を受けたという．また，停電
の原因について，電力会社はテロではなく変電所の工事
に伴うトラブルとの見方を示している．(118 characters)
Result of summarization including keyword“緊急停止”
suggested by the hint
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停
電が発生した．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサン
オノフレ原発では原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力会
社は放射能漏れなど，安全に関する問題は起きていない
としている．(107 characters)
Keyword hint

Figure 3

*1

Example of using hint function to produce abstractive summarization that includes hint

Deep learning: A type of machine learning that uses multilayer neural networks.
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function improves the quality of summaries by us-

2.4 Character Length Control Function

ing the title as a hint, which extracts important con-

The character length control function allows

tent from the source text. As shown in Figure 5,

the user to specify the number of characters in a

when the user specifies the title, the system gener-

summary. Because the size of a summary display

ates a summary that includes keywords in the title.

area in a news website or social media is limited,

Specified
character
length

Source text
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な
停電が発生した．約300万世帯が影響を受けた他，原
子力発電所の原子炉2基が緊急停止している．現地の
電力会社によると，停電はサンディエゴなどカリフォ
ルニア州南部とアリゾナ州西部の他，国境を越えたメ
キシコの一部の地域など広範囲に及び，道路の信号が
消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300万世帯が影響を受け
たという．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサン
オノフレ原発では原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力
会社は放射能漏れなど，安全に関する問題は起きてい
ないとしている．また，停電の原因について，電力会
社はテロではなく変電所の工事に伴うトラブルとの見
方を示している．(294 characters)

Result of summarization without excluding the keyword
suggested by the hint
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停
電が発生した．停電はメキシコの一部の地域など広範囲
に及び，道路の信号が消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300
万世帯が影響を受けたという．(90 characters)

100

Result of summarization excluding keyword“渋滞”
suggested by the hint
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停
電が発生した．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサン
オノフレ原発では原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力会
社は，安全に関する問題は起きていないとしている．
(100 characters)
Excluding keyword hint

Figure 4

Example of using hint function to produce abstractive summarization that excludes hint

Specified
character
length

Input
【タイトル】
米国などで大規模停電，原子炉2基緊急停止
【原文】
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な
停電が発生した．約300万世帯が影響を受けた他，原
子力発電所の原子炉2基が緊急停止している．現地の
電力会社によると，停電はサンディエゴなどカリフォ
ルニア州南部とアリゾナ州西部の他，国境を越えたメ
キシコの一部の地域など広範囲に及び，道路の信号が
消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300万世帯が影響を受け
たという．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサン
オノフレ原発では原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力
会社は放射能漏れなど，安全に関する問題は起きてい
ないとしている．また，停電の原因について，電力会
社はテロではなく変電所の工事に伴うトラブルとの見
方を示している．(294 characters)

Result of summarization without specification of title
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停
電が発生した．停電はメキシコの一部の地域など広範囲
に及び，道路の信号が消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300
万世帯が影響を受けたという．(90 characters)

100

Result of summarization with specification of title
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停
電が発生した．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサン
オノフレ原発では原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力会
社は，安全に関する問題は起きていないとしている．
(100 characters)
Title-related keywords

Figure 5

Example of abstractive summarization that uses title function
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there is a maximum number of the characters in

the areas of the source text that are referenced in

the summary. This system thus is tuned so that

the summary. As a result, it is time-consuming for

the summary is kept within 70 ‒ 100% of the char-

the user to compare the source text and the sum-

acter length specified by the user. As shown in

mary to confirm whether or not the summary in-

Figure 6, when different character lengths are set

cludes important content from the source text and

for the same source text, the system generates

whether or not the grammar of the generated sen-

summaries that satisfy the length requirement spec-

tences is correct. We therefore developed the vis-

ified by the user. Using this function allows the

ualization function, which highlights the areas of

system to generate summaries of various lengths.

the source text referenced by the system to gen-

Besides the number of characters, the user can al-

erate the summary and the positions of newly gen-

so specify the number of sentences.

erated text. This function thus allows the user to
efficiently compare the source text and summary

2.5 Visualization Function

result. As shown in Figure 7, the generated sum-

The visualization function allows the user to

mary correctly mapped the phrase “原子炉2基が

view the areas of the source text that are refer-

緊急停止” to the areas in the source text where it

enced to generate a summary and the positions of

occurred even several times. Newly generated text

newly generated text in the summary. Existing

is also correctly visualized.

automatic summarization AI systems do not show

Source text
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停電が発生した．約
300万世帯が影響を受けた他，原子力発電所の原子炉2基が緊急停止してい
る．現地の電力会社によると，停電はサンディエゴなどカリフォルニア州南
部とアリゾナ州西部の他，国境を越えたメキシコの一部の地域など広範囲に
及び，道路の信号が消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300万世帯が影響を受けた
という．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサンオノフレ原発では原子炉
2基が緊急停止したが，電力会社は放射能漏れなど，安全に関する問題は起
きていないとしている．また，停電の原因について，電力会社はテロではな
く変電所の工事に伴うトラブルとの見方を示している．(294 characters)
アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停電が発生した．約
300万世帯が影響を受けた他，原子力発電所の原子炉2基が緊急停止してい
る．現地の電力会社によると，停電はサンディエゴなどカリフォルニア州南
部とアリゾナ州西部の他，国境を越えたメキシコの一部の地域など広範囲に
及び，道路の信号が消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300万世帯が影響を受けた
という．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサンオノフレ原発では原子炉
2基が緊急停止したが，電力会社は放射能漏れなど，安全に関する問題は起
きていないとしている．また，停電の原因について，電力会社はテロではな
く変電所の工事に伴うトラブルとの見方を示している．(294 characters)

Specified
character
length

Summarization result

80

アメリカカリフォルニア州など
で8日午後，大規模な停電が発生
した．停電はメキシコの一部の
地域など広範囲に及び，約300万
世帯が影響を受けたという．
(70 characters)

160

アメリカカリフォルニア州など
で8日午後，大規模な停電が発生
した．停電はメキシコの一部の
地域など広範囲に及び，道路の
信号が消えて渋滞が発生するな
ど約300万世帯が影響を受けたと
いう．また，停電の原因について，
電力会社はテロではなく変電所
の工事に伴うトラブルとの見方
を示している．(136 characters)
Extracted position

Figure 6

Example of abstractive summarization that uses character length control function
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Source text

Summarization result

アメリカカリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規模な停電が発生した．約
300万世帯が影響を受けた他，原子力発電所の原子炉2基が緊急停止して
いる．現地の電力会社によると，停電はサンディエゴなどカリフォルニア
州南部とアリゾナ州西部の他，国境を越えたメキシコの一部の地域など広
範囲に及び，道路の信号が消えて渋滞が発生するなど約300万世帯が影響
を受けたという．この停電により，サンディエゴ近郊のサンオノフレ原発
では原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力会社は放射能漏れなど，安全に関
する問題は起きていないとしている．また，停電の原因について，電力会
社はテロではなく変電所の工事に伴うトラブルとの見方を示している．

米カリフォルニア州などで8日午後，大規
模な停電が発生した．この停電により，
サンディエゴ近郊のサンオノフレ原発で
は原子炉2基が緊急停止したが，電力会社
は放射能漏れなど，安全に関する問題は
起きていないとしている．

Area of source text referenced by
abstractive summarization
Position of newly generated text

Figure 7

Example of visualization of text areas referenced for summarization and position of newly generated text

performance compared with conventional methods.

3. Methods for Improving Quality
of Abstractive Summarization

(1) We generate sentences with grammatical errors mechanically and use reinforcement learn-

3.1 Overview

ing to reduce grammatical errors.

Normally, the training of a deep learning-based

(2) We generate summaries with redundant con-

summarization model uses a large amount of pair

tent mechanically and deploy contrastive learn-

data of source text and human-created summaries.

ing*2 to reduce redundancy.
(3) We implement pre-training to improve flu-

However, manually making summaries is time-

ency by using a large amount of source text

consuming and costly.

data.

Instead of requiring a large amount of prepared
data, NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic summarization

(4) We deploy a sentence compression model

AI system improves the performance of the sum-

trained using compressed sentences to con-

marization model by using summaries containing

trol character length.

errors generated mechanically from pair data consisting of source text and summaries as well as

3.2 Grammar

large amounts of source text data without correct

Grammatical mistakes occur especially when

summaries. It also uses compressed sentences from

summarizing patterns of word combinations that

which extraneous information has been removed.

are not included in the training dataset. The cause

Specifically, we introduced original technologies in

is the use of “teacher forcing” algorithm [1], a tech-

the areas of grammar, non-redundancy, fluency,

nique widely used when training a deep learning

and character length control, as shown in Figure 8

model to generate text. In text generation using

below. As a result, the system achieved greater

deep learning, the last generated word is used to

*2

Contrastive learning: A machine learning technique that increases the accuracy of the model by training the model to
learn that the distances of features in similar data are closer
than the distances between features in dissimilar data.
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Training dataset
with summaries

Summary

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Automatic summarization AI system
Training dataset
without summaries

Pre-training
Fluency

Sentence
compression
model

Summarization model

Reinforcement
Contrastive
learning
learning
Grammar
Non-redundancy

Sentence compression
Character length control
Deployed technology
Improved points

Figure 8

Summarization systemʼs improved areas

generate the next word. Many incorrect words

To address this issue, NTT DOCOMOʼs auto-

are generated in the initial stage of training, and

matic summarization AI system incorporates rein-

teacher forcing can make training more efficient

forcement learning. Reinforcement learning trains

by directly inputting correct words into the deep

an intelligent agent through feedback between the

3

learning decoder* instead of using the words pre-

agent and its environment, which provides the agent

viously generated by the model. In such training,

with rewards. While this technique is generally used

because the model learns the next word to be gen-

in fields such as robotic control, in recent years it

erated for a specific word, word-level rather than

has also been used in the field of natural language

entire sentence-level training is performed.

processing [2]. In our system, reinforcement learn-

The issue is that even though the correct word

ing is composed of the following elements:

is given during training, when generating a text

• Agent: The summarization model

using an unknown sentence, the text is generated

• Environment: Discriminator that recognizes

using the word generated previously output by

whether a given sentence is grammatically

the model instead of the correct word. Therefore,

correct

once an erroneous word is generated, the model

• State: Summarization result

generates text that includes semantic and gram-

• Action: Generation of next word

mar errors.

• Reward: Score of grammatical correctness

*3

Decoder: In a multilayer neural network that takes input text
and outputs new text, the part that receives text as input and
converts it to feature values is called the Encoder; the part
that generates new text by using the feature values output
by the Encoder is called the Decoder.
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examples in terms of redundancy, we developed a

(recognition result of by the discriminator)

summarization model that generates fewer redunBy training the summarization model so that it
gains the most reward through the action of gen-

dant sentences compared with conventional summarization methods.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

erating summaries, in other words, by training the
model to generate as few grammatical errors as

3.4 Fluency

possible, we developed a summarization model that

In this article, “fluency” expresses the quality

produces fewer grammatical errors compared with

of combinations of words and phrases being cor-

conventional methods.

rect. In actual use, our system may receive as input source text that contains combinations of words

3.3 Non-redundancy

that are not included in the training dataset. In

In this article, “redundancy” means that seman-

such a case, conventional methods may generate a

tically identical content is repeated within the same

summary with a combination of words that contains

sentence or across multiple sentences. Deep learn-

wrong usage while being grammatically correct.

ing-based text generation models have been ob-

To address this issue, NTT DOCOMOʼs automat-

served to have the issue of generating summaries

ic summarization AI system conducts pre-training

that include redundant content [3].

on word combinations using a large amount of

NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic summarization AI
system thus uses contrastive learning to address

text, resulting in improved fluency in the summarization model.

this problem and improves text generation performance. Contrastive learning is a technique for

3.5 Character Length Control

improving the accuracy of a model by training it

The most common technique for character length

with three datasets: an anchor dataset, positive ex-

control is to choose the output result with the ap-

amples, and negative examples. During training, the

propriate length based on rules when conducting

model learns features, considering distances be-

a beam search*4 in the process of generating a

tween the feature values of the anchor dataset and

summary. In such a rule-based method, grammat-

the positive examples as closer than the distances

ical correctness and the degree of pertinence are

between the feature values of the anchor dataset

not fully considered when selecting an output with

and negative examples. In the NTT DOCOMOʼs au-

an appropriate length. It is thus easy to output a

tomatic summarization AI system, anchors are the

summary that, while close to the length specified

summaries generated by the summarization model.

by the user, contains grammatical errors or strays

Positive examples are correct human-created sum-

from the main subject of the source text [4].

maries, and negative examples are incorrect sum-

To address this issue, NTT DOCOMOʼs char-

maries in terms of redundancy, with the same words,

acter length control function inputs the summary

phrases, and sentences repeated mechanically.

length information to the model as a feature value*5

By training the model using negative, erroneous

in order to optimize the model to simultaneously

*4

*5

Beam search: In this article, refers to the selection of multiple
candidate words output by the neural network based on their
scores, resulting in several summarization result candidates.
Feature values: Values extracted from data, and given to that
data to give their features.
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learn grammar, pertinence, and length. In addition,

and their human-created summaries, provided by

as a post-processing technique, a text compression

the Nippon Television Network Corporation, as the

model is applied to reduce the number of characters

dataset for training and evaluating our systemʼs

in the summary. If the output exceeds the charac-

abstractive summarization model.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

ter length specified by the user, the system can

4.2 ROUGE Evaluation

compress the summary to the appropriate length.

Figure 9 shows how each metric of Recall-Oriented
Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) is cal-

4. Evaluation of Performance of
Abstractive Summarization

culated. ROUGE evaluates the comprehensiveness
(recall) of a summarization by comparing with a

4.1 Dataset

correct summary (reference). ROUGE is the most
widely used metric for evaluating summarization

We used a dataset of about 180,000 news articles

ROUGE-1 (Recall) ＝

Number of unigrams in Reference matching Summary
Number of unigrams in Reference

Summary 熱帯

低

気圧

で

東京

は

今年

Reference 熱帯

低

気圧

の

影響

を

受け 東京

の

最高 気温
は

猛暑

＝

16
20

＝ 0.8

を

記録

し

.

今年

の

.

た

最高 気温

3

し

た

.

記録

し

た

.

し

た

.

を

記録

を
記録

13
20

ROUGE-2 (Recall) ＝
Summary 熱帯
低
Reference 熱帯
低

Number of bigrams in Reference matching Summary
Number of bigrams in Reference

低

気圧

で

東京

は

今年

気圧

で

東京

は

今年

の

低

気圧

の

影響

気圧

の

影響

を

を

の

最高 気温

最高 気温

受け 東京

受け 東京

2

は

を

＝

12
20

＝ 0.6

を

記録

し

た

記録

し

た

.

は

猛暑

.

今年

猛暑

.

今年

の

の

.

最高 気温

最高 気温

を

1

9
20

ROUGE-L (Recall) ＝

Number of words in Reference with longest continuous match in Summary

＝

Number of all words in Reference

Summary 熱帯

低

気圧

で

東京

は

今年

Reference 熱帯

低

気圧

の

影響

を

受け 東京

の

最高 気温
は

猛暑

を

記録

し

.

今年

の

た

9
20

＝ 0.45

を

記録

.

最高 気温

し

た

.

9
20
Matched area

Figure 9

ROUGE metrics calculation methods
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by comparing the similarity of text generated by

technique. The summary closest to the character

a model with the reference text [5]. ROUGE-1 and

length of the most correct summary in beam search

ROUGE-2 represent the degree of overlap of uni-

results is evaluated as the final summarization re-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

6

7

grams* and bigrams* , respectively, between the

sult. Compared to these summarization methods,

generated text and the reference text. ROUGE-L

NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic summarization AI sys-

measures the degree of overlap using the length

tem achieved higher ROUGE scores, indicating that

of longest common text fragment. For all ROUGE

it generates summaries close to correct, human-

metrics such as ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-

created summaries.

L, the higher the score, the greater the degree of
overlap between the two texts, and the greater

4.3 Human Evaluation

the performance of the text generation model.

One of the disadvantages of ROUGE evaluation

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of

described above is that it cannot evaluate gram-

NTT DOCOMOʼs summarization system using 3,000

matical mistakes and semantic redundancies. Thus,

texts from Nippon Television Network Corporationʼs

a person whose native language is Japanese eval-

dataset. We compared our summarization model

uated summaries using the following four criteria.

with Lead-3, which takes the first three sentences

Each criterion was evaluated on a 4-point scale, with

of the source text as the summarization result, as

4 being the highest score.

well as TextRank [6], SumBasic [7], LSA (Latent
Semantic Analysis) [8], Submodular [9], and PGN
(Pointer Generator Network) [3]. TextRank, SumBasic, LSA, and Submodular are extractive summa-

(1) Grammar: Few grammatical mistakes in the
summary
(2) Pertinence: The generated summary covers
the main content of the source text

rization techniques and extract the three most im-

(3) Non-redundancy: Semantically identical words,

portant sentences in the source text as the summa-

phrases, and sentences are not repeated in

rization result. PGN is an abstractive summarization

the summary

Table 1

Extractive
summarization

Abstractive
summarization

*6
*7

Results of ROUGE evaluation
ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

ROUGE-L

Lead-3

74.46

63.89

72.48

TextRank

64.06

50.07

60.16

SumBasic

64.49

49.18

58.38

LSA

62.28

46.48

56.85

Submodular

55.41

36.91

47.41

PGN

79.25

70.36

77.45

NTT DOCOMO

84.49

76.47

81.80

Unigram: A string of n consecutive words is called an n-gram.
When n is 1, the string consists of only one word.
Bigram: A string of two consecutive words.
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(4) Fluency: The flow from word to word and

in all evaluation metrics, indicating that it gener-

sentence to sentence is smooth in the gen-

ates higher-quality summaries. Note that our sys-

erated summary

temʼs automatic summarization takes about 1 sec-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

ond for extractive summarization and 10 seconds
Table 2 shows the average scores of human

for abstractive summarization. These performanc-

evaluation of 100 summaries produced from the

es are much faster than human summarization,

evaluation dataset by NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic

which requires several minutes.

summarization AI system and PGN. An additional
score on a 4-point scale is calculated for each summaryʼs character length; the criteria for each score,

5. Conclusion

based on attainment of the specified character

In this article, we described the functions, tech-

length, are given in Table 3. This score is calcu-

niques, and performance of NTT DOCOMOʼs au-

lated for each generated summary, and the aver-

tomatic summarization AI system. NTT DOCOMO

age of all the scores is added to the last column

has developed the following functions to realize a

“Character length” in Table 2. The results of Table 2

system that easily outputs summaries according

show that NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic summariza-

to the userʼs intentions: a hint function, which al-

tion AI system scores higher than the PGN method

lows the user to specify hints when summarizing;

Table 2

Results of human evaluation

Grammar

Subject matter
pertinence

Non-redundancy

Fluency

Number of
characters of
summary

PGN

2.82

2.40

3.89

3.06

3.25

NTT DOCOMO

3.85

3.53

3.92

3.84

3.89

Table 3

Score related to number of characters of generated summary

Range of the number of characters in summary

Score

0.7×L ≦S ≦1.0×L

4

0.6×L ≦S ＜0.7×L
or
1.0×L ＜S ≦1.1×L

3

0.5×L ≦S ＜0.6×L
or
1.1×L ＜S ≦1.2×L

2

S ＜0.5×L
or
1.2×L ＜S

1

L: The number of characters specified by user
S : Character count of summary generated by the summarization model
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(doi: 10.1162/neco.1989.1.2.270).

a title function, which allows the title to be used in
summarizing; a character length control function,

[2]

quence generative adversarial nets with policy gradi-

which controls the number of characters and sen-

ent,” 31st AAAI Conf. Artif. on Intell., pp.2852‒2858,

tences in a summary; and a visualization function,

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

which helps the user to view the areas of text

2017.
[3]

2017 - 55th Annu. Meet. Assoc. Comput. Linguist. Proc.

newly generated text. To solve issues related to

Conf. (Long Pap.), Vol.1, pp.1073‒1083, 2017 (doi: 10.18653/

grammar, non-redundancy, fluency, and summary

v1/P17-1099).
[4]

Translation,” Proc. of the 28th International Conference

ing, and pre-training; these techniques led to im-

on Computational Linguistics, pp.4506‒4520, 2021 (doi:
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uation. NTT DOCOMOʼs automatic summarization
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The provision of a recommendation function for products and content in B2C
services on the web has become a common feature in recent years. Recommendation engines come in various types, but most are based on popularity ranking,
which means that they have not been able to truly understand the context of service use by a particular user. To present recommendations that attract the userʼs
interest, a recommendation engine must be able to understand user context and
predict content that the user should find interesting. With the aim of raising the
probability of purchases, NTT DOCOMO has developed a recommendation engine
that interprets behavior based on time series data and applies a deep learning
algorithm to make predictions. This engine has been applied to NTT DOCOMO
services enabling the provision of highly accurate recommendations.

recommendation function is also being provided in

1. Introduction

many NTT DOCOMO services as “recommenda-

It has become common in Electronic-Commerce
1

(EC) services* and Business-to-Consumer (B2C)
2

tions for the user.” A wide range of recommendation techniques have been proposed from simple

services to provide product recommendations* . A

techniques based on popularity ranking to those

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.

All company names or names of products, software, and services
appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.
*1

EC services: Services that enable the buying and selling of
goods on the Internet.
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using machine learning*3, and in just the last few

short-term shifts in user interests can be deter-

4

mined. This technology mainly makes recommen-

has appeared on the market and recommendation

dations in genres that the user has recently showed

years, an easy-to-use machine learning library*

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

5

services using cloud services* have begun to be

an interest in but can also make recommendations

provided.

in genres that the user has regularly been inter-

Recommendation functions have been provided

ested in. In this way, recommendations can be

for a number of years, but at present, many rec-

presented tailored to personal conditions, which

ommendation systems are based on popularity

can help improve CTR. In this article, we describe

6

ranking* . This approach determines the prefer-

recommendation algorithms that have actually been

ences of a majority of users and can therefore

applied and examine their effectiveness in certain

7

achieve a certain Click-Through Rate (CTR)* , but

NTT DOCOMO services.

it is not without its problems. For example, since
the same products are recommended to different
users in such a system, those recommendations
have no effect on users who have no interest in
popular content, and given that the content pre-

2. Using RNN to Make
Recommendations
2.1 RNN Overview

sented is fixed, many other types of products go

An RNN, which is also called a recursive type of

without recommendations making it difficult for

neural network*8, is a neural network model de-

users to discover new products. Additionally, since

signed to recognize patterns in sequential data

the procedure typically followed by a user is to

such as time series data*9 [1]. The conventional

click on desirable products during a sequence of

neural network model features a fixed-length in-

web movements, time series data that can reveal

put layer and output layer plus middle layers be-

the sort of content the user has just clicked on is

tween those two layers (Figure 1). In an image

more important than interests or preferences in a

recognition task, for example, the actual image

recommendation service. For example, given a us-

can be divided into units of pixels so that pixel

er searching for food on a portal site, it would be

values are treated as the input layer while catego-

desirable to present food against the background

ries as targets of classification are output on the

of the userʼs web movements without regard to

output layer. In this example, the input layer and

everyday interests or preferences. If the user has

output layer consists of a number of pixels and

just clicked on “fresh foods,” the user can then be

number of classification patterns, respectively, with

presented with fresh foods thereby enabling con-

each taking on a single value. This means that each

tent desired by the user to be recommended.

node*10 must be of fixed length.

Against the above background, NTT DOCOMO

On the other hand, actual data cannot neces-

has applied a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) as

sarily be given in a fixed length. For example, in a

a time series prediction algorithm to the genera-

task like document prediction, a document is giv-

tion of recommendations so that long-term and

en as input, but since a document is not of fixed

*2
*3
*4

Recommendations: The process of recommending products
and content tailored to the user.
Machine learning: Computer algorithms for learning patterns
based on input data and executing various types of tasks.
Library: A collection of high-versatility programs in a reusable
form.

*5
*6

Cloud services: The provision via the network of services
running on remote servers instead of on the userʼs computer.
Ranking: The listing of products and content in the order of
most clicked or purchased over the entire service. It is one of
the most basic types of recommendation algorithms.
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“states” within the model (in middle layers) (Figure 2).

pressed in terms of the above model. An improved

The state changes according to input data and that

model that can handle variable length data is RNN,

state propagates to the next time series step. In

which handles the points making up variable length

addition, a value corresponding to that state is pre-

data as a time series and stores variables called

sented in the output layer. In this way, a model in

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

length as in the case of an image, it cannot be ex-

Input layer

Middle layer

Figure 1

Input layer

Middle layer

Output layer

Ordinary neural network

“the park”

“walk in”

“I”

Middle layer
t = 1: “I”

t = 1: “I”
t = 2: “walk in”
(state)

(state)
Output layer

y1

y2

y3

t=1
Correct: “walk in”

t=2
Correct: “the park”

t=3
Correct: “<end of text>”

t: time
y: result

Figure 2

*7

*8

Schematic diagram of RNN

CTR: The ratio of the number of times the user has actually
clicked on content to the number of times content has been
displayed by a recommendation function.
Neural network: A representation of the neural network inside
the human brain by a numerical model consisting of an input
layer, middle layers, and output layer.

*9
*10

Time series data: Data containing information on the temporal
change in values.
Node: A network point that propagates a value received from
input.
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which states propagate along a time series makes

behavior such as a product click or video view and

it possible to apply a neural network to target ap-

an output value can likewise be given as user be-

plications that take variable length data as input.

havior. In this way, given a user with an interest

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

in a certain product or video, the transition in a

2.2 Application of RNN to
Recommendations

userʼs interest (state), that is, what kind of product
or video would that user have an interest in next,

The RNN described above is often used in tasks
11

targeting text such as document recognition* and
12

can be predicted (Figure 3). In addition, since it
then becomes possible to make recommendations

and tasks targeting speech

in line with the userʼs state at that time, inputting

such as speech recognition. Here, by having a sys-

the latest instance of user behavior into the model

tem learn about the data within a network in the

enables the real-time provision of updated rec-

manner of “what kind of output value should be

ommendations at all times.

machine translation*

given for a given input value,” a desired output
value with respect to new text or speech can be
obtained. Because of this characteristic, RNN can
also be used in time series prediction. Training a

3. Proposed Techniques
3.1 Overview

system in which input and output values are of

On applying RNN to the process of making

the same type enables the construction of a model

recommendations, we have been making several

that can predict the next value to come given a

improvements tailored to the service domain and

specific input [2].

devising measures to output recommendations ap-

Recent years have seen an increasing number

plicable to the userʼs recent interests. In particular,

of RNN time series prediction tasks being applied

we constructed (1) a model for making recommen-

to recommendation systems. In such a system, each

dations that combines a long-term prediction model

input value can be defined as an instance of user

and short-term prediction model using hierarchical

Time

Click history

Anime A

Anime B

Anime C

Goods A

Get recommendations

Get recommendations

Recommendations
including many
anime titles

Figure 3

*11
*12

Goods B

Recommendations
including many
types of goods

Overview of using RNN for recommendations

Document recognition: A task that determines the category
that a certain document belongs to.
Machine translation: A task that automatically translates a
document in a certain language to a document in another language using a computer.
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RNN and (2) a model for making recommendations

However, a simple RNN cannot consider any dif-

that combines multiple RNNs using different in-

ferences between day X and day X+1, so the pos-

formation. These models are explained below.

sibility exists that SNS apps will be recommended

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

on day X+1 too on the basis of the userʼs history

3.2 Long-term/short-term Prediction
Model Using Hierarchical RNN

on day X. To prevent this from happening, it is
necessary to recommend SNS apps during day X

We can consider that user interests undergo both

based on the userʼs installation history of that day,

long-term transitions and short-term transitions as

and when crossing into a new day, to predict a

opposed to changes over a fixed period [3]. For ex-

long-term transition in user interests and make rec-

ample, in a system that recommends smartphone

ommendations accordingly. Here, a long-term tran-

applications (apps) based on the userʼs app instal-

sition in interests refers, for example, to the search-

lation history, the case of searching for a Social

ing for a video delivery app on the day following a

Networking Service (SNS) app on day X and the

search for an SNS app.

case of searching for a video delivery app on day

We propose a hierarchical RNN to achieve rec-

X+1 can be considered. It is therefore desirable

ommendations that grasp the userʼs interests over

that SNS apps be recommended on day X and that

the long term and short term as described above

video delivery apps be recommended on day X+1.

(Figure 4). Specifically, the above problem can be

Inputs content from sameday RNNs into the next
daily RNN and reflects that
content in recommendations
of the following day and
beyond
Makes first
recommendation for that
day using a daily RNN and
later makes
recommendations using
same-day RNNs

i0,1

i1,1
Daily RNN

i1,1

i1,2

i1,1

i2,1

i2,2

i2,3

i2,2

i2,3

i2,4

i2,1

i1,2

i1,3

Same-day RNN

i: user behavior at some point in time (i.e., video click, app install)

Figure 4

Schematic diagram of hierarchical RNN
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solved by dividing the process into a daily RNN,

not exist in the userʼs past history, no predictions

which determines the content for making recom-

can be made. However, a similar type of time se-

mendations from user history up to the previous

ries transition can be considered even in the case

day, and same-day RNNs, which determine the con-

of a different content ID as long as similar content

tent for making recommendations from user histo-

exists, so the content (category) of products and

ry of the previous day and current day.

video must be taken into account. For example,
we can consider that a user who has clicked on a

3.3 Recommendation Model that
Combines Multiple RNNs Using
Different Information

product in the eating-and-drinking category has a
high probability of clicking on another product in
the same category. It is therefore desirable that

Recommending certain products or videos must

predictions be made not only for a time series in

be based on the content of such items. On the oth-

units of content IDs but also for a time series in

er hand, the data handled by RNNs consist of nu-

units of categories.

merical values, so it is necessary to handle prod-

To achieve recommendations in the manner de-

ucts, videos, and other goods as numerical data. In

scribed above, we propose a recommendation mod-

general, content IDs are allocated to products, vid-

el that combines multiple RNNs (Figure 5). Com-

eos, etc., which enables an RNN to predict the time

bining RNNs that make time series predictions

series transition of that ID-based numerical data.

while making data on different layers independent

With this technique, predictions are made in units

of each other makes it possible to achieve both

of content IDs, but if the same type of content does

detailed recommendations in units of content and

Content ID history

Category ID history

Extract features

Extract features

RNN

RNN

Combine in output layer

Click probability

Figure 5

Schematic diagram of multiple RNNs
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general recommendations in units of categories
thereby improving both accuracy and coverage*13.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

4. Application to NTT DOCOMO
Services
We tested the effectiveness of applying the above
techniques to actual NTT DOCOMO services, namely, “App Recommender” that recommends apps to
the user and the NTT DOCOMO-managed portal
site called “dmarket” that recommends products
of B2C services. We applied the “recommendation
model using hierarchical RNN” to App Recommender and the “recommendation model using multiple
RNNs” to dmarket. The following gives an overview of each service and presents the results of

Figure 6

Service screen of App Recommender service

testing the effectiveness of each technique.
In other words, the characteristics of apps desired

4.1 App Recommender

by a user could be inferred from immediately pre-

The service screen is shown in Figure 6. This

vious user behavior.

service presents apps thought to be useful for the
user based on the userʼs history of installing apps.

4.2 dmarket

With the aim of getting the user to install more of

The service screen is shown in Figure 7. As

the displayed apps, we tested the effectiveness of

shown here, this service displays content recom-

the recommendation model using the hierarchical

mended for the user in a cross-service manner in

RNN described above with actual users. Specifical-

domains classified by 16 tabs such as “shopping”

ly, given the proposed technique and an existing

and “gourmet.” The objective here is to display

14

recommendations that will induce the user to click

of

on content of interest spanning multiple services.

these two methods from September 2020. The pro-

Additionally, the recommended content can be var-

recommendation algorithm using user features*
based on history, we conducted an A/B test*

15

16

posed technique achieved an install rate* 2.7 times

ied each time it is displayed during web move-

that of the existing algorithm. The reason for this

ments to continuously attract the userʼs interest.

high install rate can be given as follows. Taking

We conducted a test using actual users on the ef-

into account time series data, a user who has just

fectiveness of recommendations that combine mul-

installed, for example, Twitter and a camera app

tiple RNNs as described above. Specifically, on con-

in succession could be recommended Instagram.

ducting an A/B test against this technique and the

*13

*14

Coverage: The ratio of the total number of content items recommended to all users to the total number of all content items.
High coverage indicates that a wide range of content is being
recommended.
Features: Quantities (numerical values) extracted from data
and characterizing that data.

*15
*16

A/B test: A test that compares two algorithms to determine
which is more effective.
Install rate: The ratio of apps that the user has actually installed
to all apps presented by a recommendation function.
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became possible with the proposed technique to
recommend services applicable to that user even
for the same gourmet tab.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

5. Conclusion
This article described recommendation algorithms as an extension of RNN. It described, in particular, recommendations using hierarchical RNN for
determining shifts in user interests in both the long
term and short term tailored to service domain
characteristics and recommendations that combine
multiple RNNs using multiple features of content.
Both algorithms were tested for their effectiveness
in actual NTT DOCOMO services and were found
to lead to improved accuracy compared with existing algorithms. At NTT DOCOMO, we aim to
pursue the latest technologies in recommendation
algorithms and to promote initiatives that raise the
Figure 7

value of service provision.

Service screen of dmarket service
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the DOCOMO Image Recognition
Platform
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In recent years, AI technology has become widespread, and in the field of image recognition, it is being used to replace, automate, and save human labor. However, its introduction has necessitated the preparation of high-performance server
environments, the installation of various software packages, and the creation of
AI development environments. For this reason, we have developed the DOCOMO
Image Recognition Platform to facilitate the development and deployment of diverse image recognition AI systems. This has made it possible for AI users to introduce image recognition AI technology simply by preparing data for image
recognition AI instead of having to prepare their own AI development and operation environments.

support or even replace tasks that have hitherto

1. Introduction

been done by humans, such as assisting with prod-

In recent years, AI technology based on deep
1

uct inspections in factories, detecting people and

learning* has made remarkable advances and has

vehicles in security camera images, or supporting

become very popular. Particularly strong progress

diagnostic imaging in medical care. However, when

has been made in industrial applications of image

image recognition AI is used for the streamlining,

2

recognition AI* . For example, it is being used to

automation and Digital Transformation (DX)*3 of

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.
All company names or names of products, software, and services
appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.

*1

*2

Deep learning: A machine learning method that can learn
more complex concepts and perform judgments and estimations by using a more complex form of neural network, which
is designed to imitate human neural processing mechanisms.
Image recognition AI: A form of AI that takes images as its
input and uses them to generate results by making judgments,
performing estimates, and so on.
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existing jobs, it is seldom available in a form that

The DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform also

can directly solve the issues faced by each com-

provides a more secure image recognition envi-

pany. For this reason, each company must first pre-

ronment by performing image recognition within

pare its own collection of images and/or video da-

the DOCOMOʼs closed network, as will be ex-

ta together with annotations that record the an-

plained below.

swers corresponding to the type of image recognition processing the AI is needed to perform on the
data, and must then perform training to develop
its own image recognition AI, followed by deploy-

2. Overview of the DOCOMO
Image Recognition Platform

ment*4 in order to make the trained image recog-

The DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform

nition AI usable. Deployment involves setting up

provides functions for training image recognition

this image recognition AI on a server and building

AI in the cloud and deploying it in a state where

5

an Application Programming Interface (API)* that

inference using image recognition AI can be per-

inputs images and outputs results as text or the

formed.

like. However, for AI users to perform this train-

1) Image Recognition Functions

ing and deployment by themselves, there are sev-

Figure 1 shows the image recognition functions

eral hurdles they have to tackle, including under-

provided by the DOCOMO Image Recognition Plat-

6

standing the framework* used for working with

form: (1) object detection (find a specific object in

deep learning, performing high-speed training, and

an image and estimate its coordinates within the

preparing hardware for recognition.

image), (2) generic object recognition (classify ob-

To make things easier, services are available

jects into categories based on features of the ob-

that facilitate the training and deployment of im-

jects themselves, their surroundings, the scene,

age recognition on the cloud. Examples include

and the image as a whole), (3) character recogni-

Amazon Rekognition Custom Labels [1], and Au-

tion (recognize text characters in an image), (4) sim-

toML Vision [2]. In 2020, we released the DOCOMO

ilar image search (search for images similar to a

Image Recognition Platform [3] to make it easier

given image), (5) specific object recognition (identi-

7

fy a specific object by matching an image of this

for more users to access the image recognition*

object with multiple pre-prepared images of ob-

technology we developed in-house.
When providing functions for training and de-

jects), and (6) pose estimation (estimate the posi-

ploying image recognition AI, since each user re-

tion of a personʼs skeleton and joints in an image).

quires different image recognition functions, a mech-

2) Assumed Use Cases

anism is required for providing these functions more

Figure 2 shows the assumed use cases of each

efficiently. This article describes the mechanism

image recognition function. Object detection can

used to provide multiple image recognition func-

be used to detect weed growth in drone images

tions on the DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform.

and people and cars in surveillance camera images.

DX: The changes that digital technology causes or influences
in all aspects of human life.
Deployment: Installing applications by placing them in their
execution environments.
API: An interface that enables the functions of software to be
used by other programs.
Framework: Software that encompasses functionality and control structures generally required for software in a given

domain. In contrast to a library in which the developer calls
individual functions, code in the framework handles overall
control and calls individual functions added by the developer.

*3
*4
*5
*6
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Figure 1

Image recognition functions provided by the DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform

Figure 2

Assumed use cases of each image recognition function

By combining generic object recognition with the

specific object recognition so that images of prod-

results of detecting areas that contain plants or

uct shelves can be converted into data on what

cars, it is also possible to determine the amount of

products are stored where.

plant growth and the types of cars. Another pos-

In addition, similar image search can be applied

sible use is to combine object detection and char-

to images of fashion items in order to find similar

acter recognition to read characters from bills and

items, and pose estimation can be used to check

documents, or to combine object detection and

the form of actions performed by sports players.

*7

Image recognition: Technology that uses image processing and
machine learning (see *8) to enable machines to understand
images and extract meaning from them.
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pre-trained model) that was trained by NTT DOCOMO

3) Functional Configuration

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

The configuration of the DOCOMO Image Recog-

so that users donʼt have to prepare their own train-

nition Platform is shown in Figure 3. For object

ing data to make inferences.

detection and generic object recognition (category

4) Provision of Website/web Console

classification), the platform provides both training

The DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform pro-

and inference functions as custom training models

vides users with a website/web console. By accessing

that can implement tailor-made AI based on data

this console, users can train their AI, check the

provided by the user. In addition, for similar image

results of this training (evaluation), and deploy the

search and specific object recognition, it provides

image recognition AI that they have created and

a user dictionary creation function that enables

trained. Users can input recognition requests (in-

searching and recognition based on the userʼs own

ference requests) to the deployed AI through a

image data. For object detection, generic object

WebAPI interface. When image data is input to

recognition (category classification), character recog-

the WebAPI, the recognition results are returned

nition, and pose estimation, NTT DOCOMO also

in text format.

provides pre-trained image recognition AI (common

Figure 3

Functioning of the DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform
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3. Two Initiatives on the DOCOMO
Image Recognition Platform

Recognition Platform provides multiple image recognition functions. The image recognition functions
required by users vary depending on the problem

We are working to make the DOCOMO Image

they want to solve and are expected to become

Recognition Platform more convenient for users

more varied in the future. Advances in image recog-

through two initiatives. The first is to containerize

nition AI technology are being made every day,

the image recognition functions so that they can

and to provide users with better accuracy and

be provided, developed and updated more quickly.

higher speeds, the image recognition functions

This makes it possible to provide a full lineup of

that have already been deployed must be regular-

image recognition functions, enabling the provision

ly updated. Therefore, to speed up the provision,

of functions that can solve usersʼ problems. The

development and updating of each image recogni-

second is to build the DOCOMO Image Recognition

tion function in the DOCOMO Image Recognition

Platform on a data center within the DOCOMOʼs

Platform, the functions are virtualized using con-

closed network, so that it can be accessed without

tainers and the containerized functions are modu-

sending anything over the Internet. This makes it

larized and shared, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Container-based virtualization is a technology

possible to provide secure image recognition AI.

whereby applications such as image recognition

3.1 WebAPI for Image Recognition AI
Using Containers

functions are combined with the libraries needed
to run them in the form of packages called contain-

As mentioned above, the DOCOMO Image

ers, allowing these applications to run with minimal

DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform
Model file management server
Model for
Company A

Model for
Company B

Object detection program
Learning
container

Character
recognition
program

<Shared> WebAPI interface
Object
Object
detection
detection
container
container
for company A for company B

Core program

...

Character
recognition
container for
company B

Front server: Provides a GUI and delivers requests

DOCOMO Image
Recognition Platform
user (Company A)

Figure 4

Solution user
(Company A)

Using containerization to provide image recognition functions
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dependence on the serverʼs OS/environment. In

independently outside the container. This makes it

the DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform, each

possible to augment only the resources of a specif-

image recognition functionʼs core program and its

ic user-generated image recognition AI, or to re-

WebAPI interface are combined in a single con-

place just a single container and inherit its model

tainer. In this way, it is possible to add new image

when a container is updated.

recognition functions, update existing image recogsources (changing them so that taining and infer-

3.2 Secure Image Recognition Using the
DOCOMO Open Innovation Cloud

ence can be performed from more images) by add-

The use of image recognition may require the

ing/removing containers within the DOCOMO Im-

input of sensitive image data. To prevent images

age Recognition Platform.

from being released to the outside world when per-

nition functions, and augment the recognition re-

Furthermore, within an image recognition con-

forming image recognition, it is important to con-

tainer, the program that handles the abovemen-

sider the security of the transmission paths used

tioned interface is separate from the core program

to transfer these images, and of the servers where

for image recognition, and by using a shared pro-

the image recognition processing is performed.

gram with a standardized interface, less work needs

When performing image recognition, the image

to be done to develop new image recognition func-

recognition system can be implemented in the cloud

tions. The input/output format of the interface be-

or in its own data center to consolidate the pro-

tween the interface program and the core program

cessing functions. This makes it possible to increase

can be flexibly changed from within each core

the utilization of computational resources in the

program as shown in Table 1 to ensure it has the

cloud or data center so that image recognition pro-

flexibility to enable the expansion of image recog-

cessing can be performed by making efficient use

nition functions.

of these resources. When doing so, the risk can be

In addition, the image recognition models trained

reduced by equipping the system with appropri-

for each image recognition AI user are stored

ate security measures. However, even in this case,

Table 1

Division of roles between the image recognition interface program and the core program
Standardization

When the container
starts
Input during inference

Output during
inference

Defined in each core program

・Trained image recognition model
・How to input a file

・How to load a trained image recognition
model

WebAPI input format
・JSON format
・Multipart/form-data format

WebAPI input details
・How to store images in WebAPI input requests, etc.

WebAPI output format
・JSON format

WebAPI output details
・ How to store image recognition results
using JSON format in WebAPI output
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the route over which images are sent to the cloud

Open Innovation Cloud) within the NTT DOCOMO

or data center needs to be separately secured, and

communication network as an intermediate between

steps must be taken to secure this route by with-

the two, where image recognition processing can

out going via the Internet, such as by using a leased

be performed. A conceptual illustration of this con-

line.

figuration is shown in Figure 5. Since the image

One way to address this issue is to perform the

recognition process is done in a data center within

image recognition process on a local PC, smartphone,

the NTT DOCOMO communication network, it is

or edge computing device. This prevents images

possible to communicate with this data center with-

from being transmitted over the network and keeps

out sending anything via the Internet provided it

the images secure because they stay within the

is accessed via a NTT DOCOMO 4G or 5G line (4th

device. On the other hand, edge computing devices,

or 5th Generation mobile communication system).

PCs and smartphones are insufficiently powerful

This can reduce the risk of image information be-

to perform image recognition, so the recognition

ing leaked to the outside world. On the other hand,

process takes a long time. Furthermore, when im-

since the image recognition functions are central-

age recognition is performed on individual devices,

ized at the data center, it is also possible to opti-

even if they do have sufficient performance, it is

mize the computational cost.

not possible to consolidate these image recognition

In the DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform,

processes to increase the efficiency of resource uti-

connections using this closed network are provid-

lization compared to processing performed in the

ed as a Cloud Direct [4] connection option. An ad-

cloud or in a data center.

ditional advantage of this closed network access is

The DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform solves

that it bypasses the Internet, which means that

these issues by setting up a data center (the DOCOMO

connections can be made with a shorter delay. The

Internet
DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform
DOCOMO
network

Image data does
not pass through
the Internet

Image data
Analysis data

DOCOMO NW facilities (5G, 4G)
Devices +
Communicati
on equipment

Figure 5

Using closed network connections to make image recognition secure
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use of 5G for these connections can reduce the de-

own dictionaries for similar image search and spe-

lays still further.

cific object recognition functions. A detailed man-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

ual for each process is available on the DOCOMO
Open Innovation Cloud developer portal.

4. Building and Using an Image
Recognition API on the DOCOMO
Image Recognition Platform

4.1 Implementing Training
In the current DOCOMO Image Recognition

In the DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform,

Platform, training can be performed in the object

the steps that need to be performed before using

detection and generic object recognition functions.

the API can be broadly divided into training and

The specific training procedure is described in the

deployment. With this service, it is possible to per-

tutorial in the developer portal.

form these tasks on a web browser (in the cloud)

In addition to image data, the training process

with a simple user interface (Figure 6). Training in-

also requires annotation data. This is data that has

volves creating a model specific to each individual

been tagged with information necessary for the

task, and deployment involves using either a trained

training and evaluation processes of general ma-

model or a general-purpose model to perform im-

chine learning*8, including this image recognition

age recognition. In addition, users can create their

technique. In the training process, the model is

Figure 6

Service admin screen

*8

Machine learning: A technology that enables a computer to
learn useful judgment standards through statistical processing
from sample data.
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trained using annotation data as examples of cor-

API method and can be linked with the user-side

rect information, and in the evaluation process, the

system with a simple design.

model is evaluated by comparing its inference re-

A deployed image recognition AI can be man-

sults with the annotation data. A tool for creating

aged by adjusting the API management and API

annotation data is provided by NTT DOCOMO as

authentication key settings in the service admin

a sample tool.

screen. In API management, it is possible to man-

In the local environment, the user creates a

age trained models and add or delete image recog-

data set consisting of image data and correspond-

nition AI. These functions can be easily scaled. In

ing annotation data according to the specifications

API authentication key setting, it is possible to as-

and uploads it to the DOCOMO Image Recogni-

sign and change the authentication key of a de-

tion Platform. A verification data set is also creat-

ployed image recognition AI.

ed and uploaded in a similar manner, and training
is performed by setting up the training data set,

4.3 Implementing Dictionary Creation

verification data set, and target task (object detec-

On the DOCOMO Image Recognition Platform,

tion or generic object recognition).

it is possible to create unique dictionaries for simi-

Trained models can be evaluated for accuracy

lar image search and specific object recognition.

on the platform. Like the data sets used for training

In similar image search, it is possible to determine

and verification, an evaluation data set is created

which images in a pre-prepared dictionary of im-

and uploaded, and then evaluation is performed

ages resemble the requested image. Furthermore,

by selecting a trained model and an evaluation data

specific object recognition can identify what is de-

set from “Trained model evaluation” in the service

picted in the requested image by comparing it with

admin screen. The evaluation results can be down-

images in a pre-prepared dictionary.

loaded from the platform. From these results, it is

The preparation of both types of dictionary in-

possible to check the indexes showing the accura-

volves collecting and annotating images. After a

9

10

11

12

cy* , precision* , recall* , and F1-score* for both

dictionary has been created, each function can be

image classification and object detection.

used by deploying it in the same way as other image recognition functions.

4.2 Implementing Deployment
Deployment makes it possible to use (i.e., perform inference using) models created by training

5. Conclusion

and models independently trained and provided

In this article, we described the background

by NTT DOCOMO via a WebAPI. A deployed

and challenges of making image recognition ser-

image recognition AI can be used by dispensing

vices easy to use, and we discussed the image recog-

and assigning an API key. A REpresentational

nition functions provided by the DOCOMO Image

State Transfer (REST) API*

*9
*10

*11

13

is adopted as the

Accuracy: The percentage of inferred data that is correctly
classified and detected.
Precision: In object detection, the percentage of detected objects that are certain to be objects corresponding to a given
label. In generic object recognition, the percentage of data inferred to correspond to a certain label for which these inferred
results are correct.
Recall: The percentage of all data for a label that is correctly

Recognition Platform. We described the character-

*12
*13

classified with that label (in object detection).
F1-score: The harmonic mean of precision and recall.
REST API: An API that adheres to the REST style of software
architecture, which evolved from design principles proposed
by Roy Fielding in 2000.
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Discovering Potential Sightseeing Spots
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Data mining each geographic region for new tourist spots using AI technology
can serve as a new solution to social issues such as the overconcentration of tourists in certain spots and having difficulty in attracting tourists to regional cities. In
this article, we propose a new idea called generic POIs, alternative sightseeing
spots to famous spots. In addition, we propose a method to discover POIs that
look similar to those of existing famous sightseeing spots as generic POIs. We also present results of actual mining of Web data for generic POIs and explain our
evaluation of the results. The efforts introduced in this article hold great promise
as a new step toward realizing a tourism industry that utilizes AI technology going forward.

the issue of overtourism, the overconcentration of

1. Introduction

tourists in certain tourist sites [1]. Overtourism is

The rapid development of means of transpor-

a serious issue that adversely affects both tourists

tation and the proliferation of mass media have

and residents living in those sightseeing areas. Three

made it possible for us to travel to a variety of

methods are being carried out to effectively ad-

places for sightseeing. However, this has led to

dress this issue: (1) increase the tourism carrying

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.

All company names or names of products, software, and services
appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.
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capacity of existing tourist spots, (2) deconcentrate

POIs.”

tourists spatially and temporally at existing tourist

In this article, we describe techniques of using

spots, and (3) create new tourist spots and induce

image processing AI technology and other tech-

tourists and visit those destinations [2].

nologies to present spots resembling already famous

Various efforts are being carried out in the ar-

tourist spots as generic POIs. Furthermore, we

ea of (1) increasing tourism carrying capacity, such

explain evaluation of our proposed method using

as building parking facilities at tourist spots. For

images of spots on the Web.

(2), typical examples of efforts include methods to
prevent congestion by presenting real-time crowdedness information in online recommendations of
tourist spots [3] and methods to mine for spots

2. Generic POI Extraction
Technique

that are “well-kept secrets”̶sites preferred by lo-

Figure 1 provides an overview of our proposed

cal residents more than tourists̶by analyzing the

method. It collects images of candidate spots for

attributes of users who post images of tourist at-

mining generic POIs and images of existing famous

tractions on photo sharing websites [4]. Efforts to

tourist spots from the Web and calculates the de-

create new tourist spots and induce tourists and

gree of similarity in all combinations of images.

visit them (effort 3) are also important. These ef-

Candidate spots that are included in combinations

forts include increasing the maximum number of

ranked high in similarity are output as generic

tourist spots in a city by considering spots that

POIs.

had not considered to be tourist sites as tourism
resources locations.

This method and the idea behind it seek to mine
for new tourist spots using only images of spots.

As an effort in (3) to create new tourist spots,

Compared with general methods for mining tour-

we at NTT DOCOMO focused on the phenome-

ist spots, our method can mine new tourist spots

non of spotsʼ drawing buzz because they resemble

without depending on the amount of data collect-

already famous spots and becoming even more

ed in advance such as word-of-mouth comments

popular as a result. For example, Takeda Castle

and posted images. Furthermore, the method makes

Ruins, famous in Japan, drew media attention be-

it possible to discover new tourism value in spots

cause it appears similar to Machu Picchu. As a re-

that even local residents had not recognized as

sult, the number of tourists to that spot grew. In

tourist attraction.

this way, if we can find tourism value in spots that
had not been considered to date as tourist attractions from the standpoint of their resemblance to
famous tourist spots, then it is possible to mine for

3. Generic POI Extraction
Technique

new tourist spots. At NTT DOCOMO, we call these
spots, which can serve as substitutes for already

This method is composed of the following four
processes (Fig. 1).

famous spots due to their resemblance, “generic

Process (1): Collect from the Web images of
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Process 1 Content of
objects and structural
lines in each image are
converted to numerical
values using deep
learning
Generic sightseeing site A*1
(in Japan)

…

© OpenStreetMap contributors

…

Images of candidate
generic POIs
(E.g. Images of spots within Japan)

Generic sightseeing site B*2
(in Japan)

…

…
Process 2 Similarities
between all combinations of
images are calculated

Techniques for determining
“generic POIs”

…

The content of the photograph subject in each
image is analyzed using AI and converted to
numerical values. The similarity between
images for each combination is calculated.

Images of famous tourist site
(E.g. World Heritage Sites)

*1
*2
*3

Machu Picchu
(Peru)

Melissani Cave*3
(Greece)

Degree of similarity: 0.805..

Degree of similarity: 0.853..

Spots with particularly high degree of similarity
are output as new tourist spots: “generic POIs”

Created by modifying “竹田城. JPG” (© Wae35244 (Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0)) https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
Created by modifying “Tensodo (18865752234). jpg” (© ROBERT JACK (Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)) https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
Created by modifying “Kefalonia Fae072.jpg” (© Fæ (Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0)) https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

Figure 1

Overview of proposed method

candidate spots taken within an arbitrary dis-

famous spot images. To calculate image similarity,

tance range.

we converted each image of candidate spots and

Process (2): Collect from the Web images of fa-

famous spots into feature vectors*2 and used cosine similarity*3 between two feature vectors as

mous spots based on their names.
Process (3): Calculate the similarities between

the measure of similarity. For feature vectors of

collected images of candidate spots and fa-

tourist spot images, techniques to extract seman-

mous spots for all combinations.

tic features such as content describing an image

Process (4): Output candidate spots included in

and techniques to extract structural features such

the top N combination of similar images as

as structural lines are considered to be useful. For

generic POIs.

the former, Visual concept is a technique that quantifies the extent to which each image contains each

We assume the use of a variety of images of

component of scenery such as mountains and riv-

spots obtained from the Web for Processes (1) and

ers in 365 categories [5]. For the latter, computing

(2). For evaluation of our method, we used images

GIST descriptor is a method to extract feature val-

of tourist spots posted on the photo sharing site

ues such as structural lines and distribution of

1

light and dark areas from an image [6].

Flickr* .
For Process (3), we calculated image similarity

Finally, in Process (4), we output candidate site

for all combinations of candidate spot images and

images in top-ranking combinations of images from

*1

Flickr: Trademark of Oath Inc. in the U.S.

*2

*3

Feature vector: Representation of patterns and features in data as a vector, which is an array of numerical values, allowing
the data features to be handled programmatically.
Cosine similarity: Numerical measure of how close the directions of two vectors are.
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all combinations as generic POIs. This method con-

Next using these correct examples, candidate

siders as generic POIs to be candidate spots in the

spot images within geographic range of the cor-

top N ranked combinations in image similarity.

rect examples of generic POIs were collected from
Flickr. Specifically, images taken within a standard
region mesh*4 belonging to each of the five correct

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

4. Evaluation Experiment

examples were collected as candidate spot images.

To study the validity of our proposed method,

For the standard region mesh, we used a second-

we created evaluation data. Furthermore, we mined

ary mesh that divides the geography of Japan into

the evaluation data for generic POIs using the pro-

10 × 10 km squares. As shown in the right of Fig.

posed method and evaluated the results by calcu-

2, the location of a correct generic sightseeing area

lating error as the distance between the location

is marked by ★. Spots where images of candidate

of a candidate site and the correct example.

spot images were taken were plotted and marked
by ●. Using this method, 2,353 candidate spot im-

4.1 Creation of Evaluation Data

ages were obtained.

An overview of the method of creating evalua-

To obtain images of the famous spots belong-

tion data is shown in Figure 2. First, five famous

ing to the five correct examples, for each of the

tourist spots in Japan already known for their re-

five spots we entered its English name into the

semblance to already famous overseas spots (see

query*5 box in Flickr to get five images each, for a

table on the left in Fig. 2) were designated as cor-

total of 25 images of famous spots. However, the im-

rect examples of generic POIs.

ages obtained from search results of famous spots

Famous spots to find
resemblance to

Generic POIs

Emerald Lake
(New Zealand)

Okama Crater
(Miyagi Prefecture)

Amalfi
(Italy)

Atami
(Shizuoka Prefecture)

Hạ Long Bay
(Vietnam)

Dogashima
(Shizuoka Prefecture)

Machu Picchu
(Peru)

Takeda Castle Ruins
(Hyogo Prefecture)

Niagara Falls
(U.S./Canada)

Harajiri Falls
(Oita Prefecture)

Famous spots and their corresponding generic
POIs considered to be correct

Figure 2

★Correct examples of generic POIs
●Candidate spot (location of
captured photo)

© OpenStreetMap contributors

Secondary mesh containing
Okama Crater (Miyagi Prefecture)
© OpenStreetMap contributors

© OpenStreetMap contributors

Secondary mesh containing
Atami (Shizuoka Prefecture)

Candidate spots gathered based on correct examples

Creation of evaluation data

*4

*5

Standard region mesh: Geographic division of Japan into a
mesh according to latitudes and longitudes for the purpose of
aggregating data in each region.
Query: A database query (processing request).
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Technique (3): Embedding vectors*8 of scene

included not only images of the spots themselves

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

but also extraneous images such as people and

categories

food, which are considered noise. These noise im-

Considering that a neural network extracts

ages were removed manually to prepare the spot

features in stages, we used a 512-dimensional

images as evaluation data.

vector as the feature vector at the stage be-

Please note that the images collected as de-

fore the neural network used in Technique

scribed above to create evaluation data were only

(1) finally computes a 365-feature vector as

those licensed by their owners to allow their use

the visual concept. The feature vector ob-

for research purposes. Images on Flickr that had

tained in this manner has higher-level ab-

6

the appropriate Creative Commons license* type

straction embedded just before the neural

were collected.

network makes the final inference of 365
scene categories as visual concept (Tech-

4.2 Feature Vectorization of Spot Images

nique (1)). This processing makes it easier

To mine for generic POIs proposed in this ar-

to consider as similar structures that would

ticle, feature vectorization is carried out for each

be classified into different categories under

spot image. The degree of similarity between im-

the 365 scene categories.

ages is then calculated. For evaluation, we used
the following three techniques for feature vectori-

4.3 Evaluation Results and Discussion

zation and compared the output results obtained.

From evaluation data created using the above
methods, the proposed method mined for N (N =

Technique (1): Visual concepts of scenes
7

In this method, a neural network* is

10, 20, 30) generic POIs. Photos of generic POIs

used to determine the extent to which con-

mined using Technique (3) with N = 30 are shown in

tent in each spot image belongs to the 365

Figure 3 and their locations are shown in Figure 4.

categories of scenery, such as mountains,

Within each mesh, we calculated the distance (km)

rivers, and the sea. Each spot image is con-

of each mined generic sightseeing site from loca-

verted into 365-dimensional feature vector.

tion of the correct example and obtained an aver-

The neural network used here is ResNet18.

age distance, which we consider as a metric of er-

It carried out training using the Places365

ror. As a generic sightseeing site, the closer in lo-

scene recognition dataset [7].

cation the mined candidate site is to the correct

Technique (2): GIST descriptors

example, the smaller we consider the error to be.

Each spot image was converted to a fea-

When a spot completely matching the correct ex-

ture vector using GIST. GIST features are

ample in location is mined, the error becomes 0.

extractions of structural features in a spot

However, because spot images collected from the

image, such as the rough distribution of light

Web includes images taken from different per-

and dark areas.

spectives, images of sites mined from the correct
example that are in actuality images of the same

*6

*7

Creative Commons license: Presents creatorʼs intent regarding use of their copyrighted work in accordance with rules
set forth by Creative Commons.
Neural network: Mathematical model that imitates the workings of the biological brain, allowing recognition of numerical
patterns and making inferences.

*8

Embedding vector: A vector where necessary information is
converted from higher-dimensional features to lower-dimensional
features.
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Spots considered
as generic POIs

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Takeda Castle Ruins
(Hyogo Prefecture)
“Takeda-jo ruins” © cotaro70s
(CC BY-ND 2.0)

Atami (Shizuoka Prefecture)
“Atami Port in Atami City,
Shizuoka, Japan” © Izu navi
(CC BY 2.0)

Harajiri Falls
(Oita Prefecture)

Dogashima
(Shizuoka Prefecture)

Okama Crater
(Miyagi Prefecture)

“原尻の滝 1” © wa_me
(CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

“APC_0064_iPhone.jpg”
© Misako Kuniya(CC BY-NC 2.0)

“御釜" © NISSAN MOTOR CO.,
LTD.(CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

Famous spots
being resembled
Machu Picchu (Peru)

Amalfi (Italy)

Niagara Falls
(U.S./Canada)

Hạ Long Bay (Vietnam)

Emerald Lake
(New Zealand)

“Machu Picchu” © F Delventhal
(CC-BY 2.0)

“Amalfi cartolina” © Antonio Salsano
(Salsano2016 – SIAE) (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

“Niagara Falls” © Peter Miller
(CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

“Quảng Ninh VN - Hạ Long Bay 03”
© Daniel Mennerich(CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

“Emerald Lake" © Andrea Schaffer
(CC BY 2.0)

*Each image shown is reproduced or modified from the work indicated below the image. The image is used under the terms of the Creative Commons license type as indicated.

Figure 3

Examples of spots mined as generic POIs using Technique 3 (N = 30)

© OpenStreetMap contributors

★ Example of generic POIs
● Candidate spot (location of captured photo)
■ Mined generic POIs

© OpenStreetMap contributors

Secondary mesh that contains
Okama Crater (Miyagi Prefecture)

© OpenStreetMap contributors

Secondary mesh that contains
Harajiri Falls (Oita Prefecture)

Secondary mesh that contains
Atami (Shizuoka Prefecture)

Error is calculated as the average
distance of mined generic POIs
from correct example in the same
mesh.

© OpenStreetMap contributors
©©OpenStreetMap
OpenStreetMap contributors
contributors

Secondary mesh that contains
Dogashima (Shizuoka Prefecture)

Figure 4

© OpenStreetMap contributors

Secondary mesh that contains
Takeda Castle Ruins (Hyogo Prefecture)

Error is calculated as the average distance of mined generic POIs
(■ = all N sites) from correct example (★) in the same mesh.

Calculation of error in location of spots mined as generic POIs using Technique 3 (N = 30)

site may not necessarily have an error of 0. As

Amalfi. The final results of error evaluation for all

shown in the right side of Fig. 4, mining the Ata-

the combinations of feature vectorization technique

mi area resulted in several images of spots of At-

and N candidate images are shown in Table 1.

ami that were images of the correct example, a

From the results shown in Figures 3 and 4 and

site that resembled Amalfi. These results indicate

Table 1, we see that candidate spots that appear

that these spots were mined as generic POIs of

roughly similar to famous spots can be mined as
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Table 1

Error calculated for each combination of feature vectorization technique and N
Average error in
distance for top 10
spots (km)

Average error in
distance for top 20
spots (km)

Average error in
distance for top 30
spots (km)

Technique (1) Visual
concept

2.18

2.20

2.22

Technique (2) GIST

2.56

2.35

2.45

Technique (3) Embedding
vector

0.33

0.27

0.34

generic POIs. As shown in Table 1, Technique (3)

our method can correctly mine a large amount of

produced results that exceeded those of the other

candidate spot images and famous spot images to

techniques. Furthermore, comparing Techniques (1)

find generic POIs, as well as whether mined ge-

and (2), in all cases Technique (1) produced better

neric POIs can improve the issue of the overcon-

results than Technique (2). These results suggest

centration of tourists and induce them to visit the

semantic features, such as content about the sub-

newly discovered areas.
The proposed ideas and techniques described

ject of a spot photo, are more effective than structural features such as structural lines in an image.

in this article hold great promise as the first step

Because our method does not carry out pro-

of efforts that use AI technology to effectively dis-

cessing of candidate spot images such as cluster-

cover new tourism value in spots that had not been

9

ing* , it can be applied regardless of the content

considered tourist attractions. They can be expected

of input candidate spot images and famous spot

to be useful for not only the issue of overtourism

images and their quantity. Going forward, we plan

but also for regional revitalization [8]. In addition,

to evaluate whether similar results can be obtained

we hope that our proposed ideas and techniques

when the scale of evaluation data is increased.

can serve as a step in establishing the new normal*10 in tourism lifestyle, as people accept a new
lifestyle that is conscious of preventing the spread

5. Conclusion

of COVID-19. In this new tourism lifestyle, instead

In this article, we described the idea of data

of traveling to distant overseas and domestic loca-

mining for new tourist spots, which we call gener-

tions, tourists will see a variety of local spots with

ic POIs for their resemblance to existing famous

a new perspective, becoming cognizant of their

spots. We also proposed mining techniques using

heretofore unrealized tourism value and appreciat-

a neural network, and described evaluation of ap-

ing their hidden allure.

plying these techniques to tourist spot images postREFERENCES

ed on the Web. However, as our proposed method
was implemented based on five correct locations
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aging Urban Tourism Growth beyond Perceptions: Case
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*9

Clustering: Division of a large amount of data into data groups
with similar characteristics.

M. Duignan: “ʻOvertourismʼ? Understanding and Man-

*10

New normal: A state in which a new common sense has irreversibly taken hold as a result of changes in the social environment and circumstances.
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Expectations are growing for diverse self-driving services using personal mobility vehicles and service robots with the hope of solving a variety of social problems brought on by an aging society and labor shortages. Ensuring safety will be
of prime importance in implementing these services in society̶obstacle-avoidance
performance needs to be improved and remote-steering services need to be supported. In response to these needs, NTT DOCOMO has developed technologies
for obstacle detection on an edge device with high real-time performance and for
secure and low-latency remote steering using 5G communications in a closed environment. These technologies support safe self-driving thereby contributing to the
implementation of self-driving services in society.

Office, Government of Japan indicates that approx-

1. Introduction

imately one in 2.6 people will be 65 years of age or

The total population of Japan as of October 1,

over by 2065 [1]. In response to the aging society,

2020 was 125,710,000. As part of this figure, the pop-

there are expectations in Japan for the social im-

ulation of those 65 years of age or over came to

plementation*1 of labor-saving services such as self-

36,190,000 bringing the percentage of elderly people

driving wheelchairs enabling the elderly to move

in Japan to 28.8%. Statistical data from the Cabinet

about freely and self-driving robots for making

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.
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appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.
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last-mile deliveries to oneʼs home. Ensuring safety
in the social implementation of self-driving services
is of prime importance, so initiatives for improving

The overall configuration of a self-driving sup-

safety are needed. In addition to distance sensors

port system developed by NTT DOCOMO toward

such as conventional Light Detection And Ranging

personal mobility is shown in Figure 1. This sys-

2

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

2. System Overview

(LiDAR)* , these will include an obstacle-detection

tem consists of three functional blocks: (1) “Edge

function capable of instantaneous response using

AI-compatible 5G device” as an add-on to various

3

image recognition technology* operating on an

types of personal mobility vehicles and service

edge device and support for a remote-steering mode

robots, (2) “Edge AI applications” for performing

to enable self-driving in situations where autono-

processing requiring real-time performance on that

4

device, and (3) “remote steering system” that sup-

mous driving* is difficult.
With a view to safe self-driving in various types
5

ports the monitoring and driving of personal-mobility

of personal mobility* vehicles and service robots,

self-driving vehicles. The system takes on a con-

this article describes a self-driving support system

figuration that can be used not for the develop-

toward personal mobility achieved by using a remote-

ment of personal mobility itself such as wheel-

steering system constructed in NTT DOCOMOʼs

chairs but rather as an add-on to vehicles devel-

6

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)* environment
7

oped by partner companies. It enables self-driving

in combination with an Edge AI* -compatible 5G

support that enhances safety for diverse types of

device.

personal mobility vehicles and service robots.

(3) Remote steering system

(2) Edge AI applications

Video
input
映像入力

Videotransmission/
remotesteering
server

5G/LTE

Obstacle detection

Various cameras

5G/LTE

5G/LTE

Privacy protection
processing

5G/LTE
Get vehicle information

Mount

Mount
Kurume Institute of
Technology
Electric wheelchair

(1) Edge AI-compatible 5G device

Video
monitoring

5G/LTE

5G/LTE

5G/LTE

tmsuk
RODEM

5G/LTE

Remote
steering

Remote support center

Personal mobility
*More vehicles to be supported

Figure 1

*1

*2

Green letters: Edge AI-compatible 5G device
Red letters: Edge AI applications
Blue letters: Remote steering system

Overall configuration of a “self-driving support system toward personal mobility”

Social implementation: In this article, the state in which a
mechanism for solving social issues penetrates social life and
continues to be used.
LiDAR: Sensor technology that irradiates objects in the surrounding area with light such as near-infrared light and enables object detection by reflected light.

*3

Image recognition technology: Technology for mechanically
understanding images and extracting meaning using image
processing technology, machine learning technology, etc.
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Specifically, this system will enable appropriate
vehicle control such as by recognizing that a cer-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

tain obstacle in the vicinity of a personal mobility

3. Edge AI-Compatible 5G Device
3.1 Device Overview

vehicle is a person to be avoided. It can also en-

This device consists of a high-performance pro-

hance the safety of a self-driving system that uses

cessor, 5G module, and carrier board*8 equipped

only distance sensors such as LiDAR. Furthermore,

with various interfaces as described below. On ap-

with a view to the social implementation of self-

plying this device to personal mobility, it must be

driving services, there will be a need for a func-

capable of high-load processing as in the case of

tion that can remotely support self-driving to im-

image recognition on an edge device and of large-

prove the safety of autonomous driving technology

capacity, low-latency communications for transmit-

in the field of personal mobility and to deal with

ting high-definition video. It must also be relatively

unforeseen problems during autonomous driving.

easy to incorporate in the vehicle. By combining

This system transmits on-site video to a remote

the constituent elements described below, this de-

support center, which is equipped with a function

vice can be used to support self-driving in person-

for monitoring vehicle conditions. In this way, it

al mobility.

becomes possible for a manager at the remote
support center to perform remote steering in various situations, such as when the personal mobility

3.2 High-performance Processor
Capable of Edge AI Processing

vehicle loses self-position during autonomous driv-

Autonomous driving in personal mobility requires

ing due to a crowd of people or obstacles in the

multiple types of AI processing on an edge device

periphery or when the vehicle moves into a loca-

excelling in real-time performance. While AI pro-

tion in which no digital map exists during auton-

cessing such as image recognition is generally ex-

omous driving. This system will also consider the

ecuted on the cloud due to its superior machine

need for privacy in the case of people captured by

performance, this device mounts the Jetson AGX

on-site video, so it will enable the faces of any per-

Xavier [3] processor for edge computing*9 from

sons appearing in the video transmitted to the re-

NVIDIA enabling AI processing on an edge de-

mote support center to be preprocessed by mosaic

vice. It also supports mounting of the Jetson Xavi-

masking.

er NX [4] processor featuring lower power con-

The cloud environment used for constructing this
®

sumption and a lower price. The user can there-

system is the DOCOMO Open Innovation Cloud [2],

fore choose which of these two processors fits the

an MEC environment provided by NTT DOCOMO.

target application.

A direct connection to this cloud can be made ustem (5G), which enables high-definition and low-

3.3 5G Module for High-speed, Largecapacity, Low-latency Communications

latency video transmission unique to 5G as well as

We adopted the Telit FN980 [5] module support-

high security by not passing through the Internet.

ing 5G communications for which interoperability

ing the 5th Generation mobile communications sys-

*4

*5

Autonomous driving: A function for driving to a destination
while estimating self-location using a digital map and distance
sensors, motion sensors, etc. mounted on a personal mobility
(see *5) vehicle.
Personal mobility: In this article, an electrically driven vehicle
for personal use.

*6
*7
*8

MEC: A mechanism of installing servers or storages within a
carrier network, at locations near users.
Edge AI: In this article, AI processing not only in an MEC environment but also on actual devices.
Carrier board: Hardware having essential input/output interfaces.
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tests with the NTT DOCOMO network have been

high-performance processor and 5G module described

completed. In the area of self-driving support for

above. This board incorporates abundant interfac-

personal mobility through remote steering, measures

es such as a serial communications interface and

have been taken to improve safety by using multiple

High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) input

cameras to provide high-definition video, 360-degree

(Jetson AGX Xavier only) as listed in Table 1. The

video, etc., but the deployment of 5G has made the

idea here is to enable connections to smartphones

transmission of such video all the more feasible.

and diverse types of sensors including external

This module also supports an external antenna

cameras, which is difficult for ordinary routers.

so that stable communications can be achieved

Moreover, envisioning the use of this device as an

through an antenna external to a personal mobili-

add-on to personal mobility vehicles, it has been

ty vehicle while embedding this device in the in-

given a form that emphasizes ease of embedding.

terior of the vehicle. The module also adopts a

This device has general-purpose features that sup-

general-purpose M.2 connector*

10

as a communi-

cation-module interface to ensure connectivity with

port embedding in various types of vehicles and
not just specific types of personal mobility.

various types of equipment.

4. Edge AI Applications

3.4 Carrier Board Equipped with an Interface
for External Equipment Connections

4.1 Overview of Applications

We developed a carrier board to integrate the
Table 1

120 × 120 mm

Operating temperature

‒20 ‒ +80℃

Operating humidity

10 ‒ 90%

Extension pin headers

*10

Specifications of carrier board

Size

Interfaces

*9

With the aim of improving the safety of self-driving

・1×HDMI Type A (output)
・1×USB3.1 Type C
・2×USB3.1 Type A
・1×USB2.0 Micro B (OTG)
・1×RJ-45 for GbE
・1×Micro SD slot
・1×DC-in 9 ‒ 19V (6 pin Euroblock)
・1×M.2 B-Key 3052 (Telit FN980m 5G/LTE)
・1×M.2 M-Key 2280 (SC710N1 M2 HDMI) (1×HDMI Type A input)
・1×M.2 M-Key 2280 (enables addition of M.2 external storage)
・1×nano SIM slot
・1×CANBUS
・1×UART 3.3V/5V TTL (JST-GH 6 pin)
・1×UART 3.3V/5V TTL (DF-13-6 pin)
・1×RS-232/1×I2C/5×GPIO
・1×MIPI CSI connector (120 pin)
・1×front panel (reset/recovery/power ON)

Edge computing: Technology that distributes edge servers
closer to the users to improve response and reduce latency.
M.2 connector: A connection terminal applicable to thin-type,
high-performance devices.
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in personal mobility, NTT DOCOMO has devel-

protection is required with respect to any persons

oped applications to be run on an edge device. These

that happen to be included in the transmitted vid-

include peripheral video recognition to avoid colli-

eo. To deal with such a situation in this system,

sions with obstacles, which requires real-time per-

we made it possible to perform mask processing

formance, and privacy protection processing with

on the edge device itself with respect to any per-

respect to persons caught in video transmitted for

sons detected in the video before transmitting

remote-steering purposes.

that video to the remote operator. Here, considering that total masking of a person may impair the

4.2 Detection of Obstacles in Vicinity
of Personal Mobility Vehicle

remote operatorʼs visibility, the system performs
mask processing on only the face of a detected

In autonomous driving, there is a need to ac-

person. However, when a personʼs face itself be-

curately determine the presence of any obstacles

comes the target of image recognition and processing,

in the vicinity of the personal mobility vehicle. To

there is a tendency for the accuracy of privacy

this end, the system performs image recognition

protection to drop since the target area is relative-

and analysis using stereo-camera video to identify

ly small. For this reason, the system uses person

the type of obstacle and calculate the distance to

detection and face detection in a stepwise manner.

it. Furthermore, if the obstacle happens to be a
moving object such as a human being, the system
predicts the direction and amount of movement.

4.4 Reducing Latency in Transmitting
Video and Control Information

The information output from these various forms

In autonomous driving and remote steering of

of video analysis will be instantaneously passed

a personal mobility vehicle in which collisions must

from the edge device to the personal mobility ve-

be prevented and safety ensured, it is vitally im-

hicle without any cloud intervention thereby ena-

portant to achieve low latency in addition to deal-

bling fast vehicle control and safer self-driving.

ing with high-load processing. Additionally, given

To improve the operability of a remote opera-

that multiple AI processes are being performed in

tor and to improve system safety in remote steer-

parallel on an edge device, the limited computa-

ing, the system performs 360-degree image recog-

tional resources on that device must be efficiently

nition and analysis about the personal mobility

used. Consequently, to achieve low-cost and speedy

vehicle and displays the results on a screen at a

development of this system, we used Yolo [6], an

remote site. In this way, the remote operator can

open-source AI framework*11, and devised measures

visually ascertain whether someone is in the vicin-

to accelerate the processing of Edge AI applica-

ity, and if so, at what position.

tions.
In inference processing, this system forgoes sin-

4.3 Protection of Private Information

gle-precision floating-point operations*12 and adopts

When transmitting video from a medical facili-

half-precision floating-point operations*13 instead.

ty, for example, there are cases in which privacy

For example, in the case of a recognition target

*11

*12

Open-source AI framework: A compilation of diverse programs
to simplify AI development work is called an AI framework.
At present, a variety of AI frameworks can be used without
charge as open source software.
Single-precision floating-point operations: 32-bit floating-point
operations abbreviated as FP 32.

*13

Half-precision floating-point operations: 16-bit floating-point
operations abbreviated as FP 16.
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having a size comparable to that of a human being,

remote steering, the steering information input by

it is known that the use of single-precision floating-

the controller is transmitted via the server to the

point operations, though improving computational

edge device, which sends it on to the personal

accuracy, does not greatly improve inference ac-

mobility vehicle. Here, communications are per-

curacy. We therefore decided to use half-precision

formed via the 5G/LTE network using a direct

floating-point operations since they can perform

connection to the server on the DOCOMO Open

inference processing faster than single-precision

Innovation Cloud. Issues surrounding the practical

floating-point operations. We also optimized each

implementation of remote steering as uncovered

processing parameter in Edge AI applications, op-

during the study of this system are listed in Table 2

timized the buffer size for decoding, and performed

and discussed below.

downsampling*

14

of input images. In these ways,

we made more efficient use of all computational
resources running on the edge device and achieved

5.2 Low Latency and High Security Using
the DOCOMO Open Innovation Cloud

low-latency operations.

From the viewpoint of low latency, operations
from the input of video to the input/reflection of
steering information must be completed within

5. 5G Remote Steering System

500 ms so that the operator on the remote-support-

5.1 System Overview

center side can perform remote steering safely.

This system consists of an Edge AI-compatible

We satisfied this requirement for low latency

5G device (Fig. 1 (1)), video-transmission/remote-

within 500 ms by devising measures for processing

steering server constructed on the DOCOMO Open

on the edge device as described above as well

15

Innovation Cloud, web/iPad* application for moni-

as by combining the DOCOMO Open Innovation

toring, and a controller for steering (Fig. 1 (3)). In

Cloud, NTT DOCOMOʼs original MEC platform,

video transmission, the edge device transmits the

with a direct cloud connection over a dedicated

video and various types of sensor information cre-

line. Constructing this remote steering system on

ated by an Edge AI application to the remote

the DOCOMO Open Innovation Cloud in this way

support center via the server for display on the

makes for improved low-latency characteristics

web/iPad application for monitoring purposes. In

compared with the use of a public cloud*16 on the

Table 2
(1) Low latency

*14
*15

Issues in achieving a practical remote steering system
Low latency from checking conditions to reflecting steering is essential.

(2) 360-degree safety check

Visual recognition of people or objects approaching from the side or rear is
essential.

(3) Vehicle information check

Monitoring of vehicle information such as remaining battery capacity is essential.

(4) Flexible controller support
tailored to vehicle

Supporting a specific controller tailored to the vehicle is essential to enhancing system extensibility.

Downsampling: The process of lowering the resolution of an
image to reduce computational complexity.
iPad: Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc. registered in the United States and other countries.
TM and ©2020 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

*16

Public cloud: Cloud computing services that anyone can use
over the Internet.
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Internet. In trials conducted with vendors, we found

to also visually recognize persons and objects ap-

that the time taken from transmitting video by an

proaching from the side or the rear. Additionally,

Edge AI application including privacy protection

information on the condition and orientation of the

processing to its display at a remote site is about

personal mobility vehicle obtained from battery

300 ms while the time taken to transmit steering

information, sensors, etc. must be monitored to

information is about 100 ms for a total of about

ensure safe driving. These problems are addressed

400 ms, which confirms that safe remote steering

by displaying both webcam video in the forward

could be achieved within 500 ms. Another advantage

direction and omnidirectional video from a 360-

of this system in addition to low latency is that the

degree camera on the web/iPad application for

communication path has a closed configuration not

monitoring. There is also a function for sending

open to the NTT DOCOMO network. The system

arbitrary text and numerical information from the

is therefore separated from the outside, which re-

edge device to the server for visualization on a

duces the risk of unauthorized access thereby

web application (Figure 2). As for the 360-degree

achieving high-security characteristics.

camera video, the viewpoint can be controlled by
a drag operation so that the remote operator can

5.3 Visualization of Video and Sensor
Information

zoom in on a particular section of the surrounding

Next, from the viewpoint of ensuring safety

tion for presenting positional information on peo-

during remote steering, it is important to not only

ple detected by an AI application from 360-degree

secure a field of view in the forward direction but

camera video. Additionally, with regard to the above

Sonar

environment. Also provided is a radar-display func-

Alert

Temperature

Concentric-circle display of
Lights up when a person is
distance with any nearby persons
close by

Figure 2

Air
pressure

Altitude

(Any information can be visualized by transmitting
it from the vehicle)

Screenshot of video-transmission/remote steering system
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function for visualizing arbitrary data, the control
application of each personal mobility vendor may

It described, in particular, the features of an

transmit any information targeted for visualization

“Edge AI-compatible 5G device” that connects to a

by using a specific Application Programming In-

webcam and 360-degree camera and achieves im-

17

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

service robots.

terface (API)* . Each vendor may freely select the

age recognition processing and low-latency trans-

information to be visualized, the types of sensors

mission of high-definition video for remote moni-

to be used, etc.

toring through 5G communications, “Edge AI applications” that enable obstacle detection for real-

5.4 Flexible Support of Multiple
Mobility Controllers

time vehicle control and privacy-protection processing against transmitted video to be performed

Next, from the viewpoint of system operability,

on an edge device, and a “remote steering system”

it must be possible to use diverse types of control-

using the DOCOMO Open Innovation Cloud that

lers specific to various types of personal mobility

enables secure and low-latency remote monitoring

vehicles. In response to this problem, the specifi-

and steering.

cations of this system allow for transparent trans-

A variety of trials have been held in this area

mission of steering information to the server in-

and some commercial services on a chargeable ba-

stead of having to convert that information to

sis have begun to be provided. However, the cost

some type of unique format. Here, the system

incurred by a total system including hardware and

transmits steering information with low latency

software is still high, so to make further inroads in

via the DOCOMO Open Innovation Cloud so that

society, the service-provision price must be reduced

remote steering can be achieved by incorporating

and more improvements must be made in system

that steering information in the control application

safety. Going forward, it will become increasingly

developed by each personal mobility vendor. The

important to reduce costs by developing a general-

vendor only needs to select the controller equip-

purpose system that incorporates low-cost and

ment conforming to the control application, which

commercially competitive and available equipment

enables the system to provide flexible support for

and technologies in addition to NTT DOCOMOʼs

controllers applicable to each personal mobility ve-

5G network and MEC platform. NTT DOCOMO

hicle.

will promote the creation of new value and the
social implementation of new technologies in collaboration with co-creation partners toward the

6. Conclusion

solution of diverse social problems.
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https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/autonomous-machines/

https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.02640
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In the 5G era, mobile networks have new requirements in addition to the conventional ones. It is becoming increasingly difficult for the MBH to meet the requirements for more efficient network construction and operation, higher reliability, large-capacity networks to meet the increased traffic in the 5G era, and for
networks that can flexibly support a variety of services (low latency, guaranteed
bandwidth, etc.) using only the connection method conventionally adopted for
the MBH. Therefore, the MBH urgently needs further upgrades. As one solution,
NTT DOCOMO has been considering a network design with a new connection
method using SR technology. This article provides an overview of the newly commercially introduced SR-based router and its elemental SR technology.

core node. Although the conventional MBH has had

1. Introduction

network design for excellent efficiency in traffic

On a mobile network, the section connecting base
1

accommodation and reliability in case of device fail-

stations and the core node* is called the “Mobile

ure, with the coming of the 5th Generation mobile

BackHaul” (MBH). The MBH needs to efficiently

communications systems (5G) era, the MBH will re-

connect the base stations installed over wide are-

quire new design to cope with increased traffic and

as to expand the areas available to users to the

achieve 5G requirements for high speed and large

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.

All company names or names of products, software, and services
appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.
*1

Core node: A node such as an exchange or subscriber information management unit.
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capacity (eMBB: enhanced Mobile BroadBand), low

(hereinafter referred to as an “ARN”), which is a

latency (URLLC: Ultra Reliable and Low Latency

new MBH using SR-based routers, a functional

Communications), and massive terminal connectiv-

overview and advantages of SR, which is the ele-

ity (mMTC: massive Machine Type Communica-

mental technology that comprises an ARN, and the

tions). To efficiently accommodate base stations in

fault detection functions of the equipment. Finally,

the MBH for these new requirements, it is assumed

the article describes the future functional enhance-

that issues below will be difficult to address with

ment of the MBH.

the equipment for the Ethernet method [1] that
NTT DOCOMO has been operating so far.
(1) Providing a high-capacity network to meet
the increased traffic in the 5G era (existing
equipment has a maximum of 10GbE (Giga-

2. Devices Comprising an ARN and
Network Design
2.1 ARN Overview

bit Ethernet))

An ARN consists of two types of Network El-

(2) Improving efficiency of network construc-

ements (NEs)*4, one called an “Area aGgregation

tion/operation and further enhancing net-

Router” (AGR), the other called an “Area aCcess

work reliability

Router” (ACR), and an NE Operation System (NE-

(3) Realizing routing to flexibly respond to var-

OpS)*5 which is responsible for monitoring, con-

ious Service Level Agreements (SLAs)*2 (low

trolling, and configuring the NEs. An overview of

latency/bandwidth guarantees, etc.)

an ARN configuration is shown in Figure 1.
We can install multiple line cards*6 with 100GbE

To solve issue (1), it is necessary to expand the

and 10GbE or 1GbE physical interfaces in AGRs/

interfaces of the equipment itself. Therefore, we

ACRs, and construct facilities to guarantee trans-

considered expanding the physical interfaces of the

mission capacity according to the required band-

equipment from the current maximum of 10G to

width for the network using a Link Aggregation

over 100G. To deal with issue (2), we considered

Group (LAG)*7 (Table 1).

the support for the Segment Routing (SR) method.

ACRs are located near base stations and are

To solve both issues (1) and (2), we introduced a

responsible for aggregating multiple base station

new MBH system using SR-based routers. To solve

areas and their communications, and connecting

issue (3), we are also considering how to achieve

them to AGRs. When ACRs connect to AGRs, the

routing that satisfies SLAs suitable for various ser-

network topology is not only the star*8 type, but

vices across the entire mobile network and to im-

also enables ACRs to connect directly to neighbor-

prove the efficiency of the network and operations

ing ACRs without going through AGRs, which

3

by collaborating with the SR controller* .

avoids the need to construct long-distance trans-

This article introduces an overview of SR-based

mission lines through buildings. This reduces the

router commercially deployed since 2020, the net-

cost of transmission lines and enables the network

work configuration of an Access Router Network

topology to be flexibly and easily expanded when

*2
*3
*4
*5
*6

SLA: A guarantee of the quality of a provided service.
Controller: A device responsible for controlling NEs (see * 4).
NE: A generic term for equipment that makes up a network.
NE-OpS: A general term for a system that monitors and controls NEs.
Line card: A module installed in a chassis-type router device,

*7
*8

on which physical interfaces are installed.
LAG: A function that treats multiple physical circuits as a
single virtual circuit.
Star topology: A type of network topology. A network structure in which multiple communication devices are connected
to a central communication node.
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Figure 1

ARN configuration

Table 1

ARN equipment

AGR

ACR

Chassis

Line card
(100G module)

incorporating new ACRs. Also, when connecting

area and connect them to the IP router network

to AGRs, by making physical lines redundant as

[2]. Since high reliability is required, these routers

necessary, we can construct a reliable network.

are made redundant as network topology, which

AGRs are routers that aggregate communica-

allows communications to continue without af-

tions from the base stations constructed in each

fecting services even if a router fails. As well as
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aggregating communications, they also connect to

3) Shaping*12

Security GateWay (SecGW)*9 for encrypting com-

Since the base stations connected to an ARN

munications in the backhaul section and the moni-

cannot guarantee enough bandwidth (there are many

toring and control network.

cases using 1GbE connection when connecting a

A NE-OpS is connected to NEs via a monitor-

base station and an ARN), the shaping target down-

ing and control network, which allows remote mon-

link traffic coming from the IP router network is

itoring, control and configuration of all NEs.

flagged at the AGRs, which are the entrances to
the ARN, and shaping is applied to the flagged

2.2 ARN Characteristics

traffic at the ACRs, which are the exits from the

1) Flexibly Designable According to Various User

ARN, to adjust the transmission bandwidth accord-

and System Requirements

ing to the transmission path. Even for narrow-band

On an ARN, by applying Virtual Private Net-

sections, this makes it possible to reduce conges-

works (VPNs)*

10

to system units such as cellular

tion*13 and its resulting packet loss by reducing

systems including 5G, and wireless LAN systems,

the traffic load in the ARN.

various services can be accommodated on the same

4) micro-Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (mi-

physical network. This allows optimization of rout-

cro-BFD) and Border Gateway Protocol-Prefix

11

ing, Quality of Service (QoS)* , security and laten-

Independent Convergence (BGP-PIC) Functions

cy for each user, and also ensures operational in-

In the event of network failure, in addition to

dependence among users.

redundant routers as described above, an ARN

2) Route Aggregation

can be configured using technologies such as mi-

In a cellular system, a huge amount of routing

cro-BFD and BGP-PIC, described below, to quickly

information is distributed between an ARN and

complete the process from failure detection to re-

the IP router network, which is the upper layer

routing.
(a) micro-BFD

network. Therefore, AGRs, which are the connection devices to the upper layer network, aggre-

The AGR to AGR links, AGR to ACR

gate the routing information and broadcasts it to

links, and AGR to IP router network links

the upper layer (IP router network) to reduce the

are connected with multiple 100GbE inter-

amount of routing information entered into the

faces for line redundancy, and are operated

routing table maintained by AGRs and the IP rout-

as one logical interface by applying a LAG.

er network. This reduces the load when resetting

This function sends and receives keepalive

the routing table, learning the routing information

packets at a high frequency on each physi-

again and entering it into the routing table with

cal interface that constitutes the LAG, which

increased routing information on the entire net-

enables fast rerouting by detecting failures

work and thus enables stable network operations

promptly.
(b) BGP-PIC

when a failure occurs.

Since there are tens of thousands of routes

*9
*10
*11
*12

SecGW: A communication device that terminates encrypted
communication to/from a base station
VPN: A virtual network logically structured for each service.
QoS: A quality specification on a network for controlling the
bandwidth used, the amount of latency and the discard rate, etc.
Shaping: A type of bandwidth limitation method. A technolo-

*13

gy that buffers and transmits data when the data volume exceeds the threshold set in the device.
Congestion: Impediments to communications services due to
communications requests being concentrated in a short period
of time and exceeding the processing capabilities of the service
control server.
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broadcasted in a cellular system, it takes

Gateway Protocol (IGP) ‒ Prefix Segment and IGP-

seconds to find a backup route (lookup) in

Adjacency Segment. An overview of the SR for-

the event of a failure. BGP-PIC improves the

warding operation is shown in Figure 2.

calculation efficiency of the backup route

1) Prefix-SID (IGP-Prefix Segment ID)
Prefix-SID is a unique value on the SR domain

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

lookup, and the time lag between failure de-

and is used for basic forwarding control. The Pre-

tection and rerouting can be shortened.

fix-SID corresponding to the IGP-Prefix (e.g., loop-

2.3 Operation and Maintenance of an
ARN

the “Node (IGP-Node Segment) - SID”. SR-based

The NE-OpS manages, monitors, controls and

routers can use it to uniquely designate a node in

back address*15) used for a single node is called

configures the NEs. The system achieves efficient

a domain.

maintenance and operations through centralized

2) Adj (IGP-Adjacency Segment) - SID

management of ACRs and AGRs located in many

This is a unique value within each SR router,

locations. Communications between NE-OpS and

is assigned to each link to neighboring IGP nodes,

NEs is via the ARN. As mentioned, the design

and is used in special forwarding control. An SR

minimizes the impact on operations even if a fail-

node forwards packets with its own Adj-SID through

ure occurs in the ARN, and the network configu-

the corresponding link, without any IP shortest-

ration has little impact on management and moni-

path consideration.

toring of the NEs (ACRs/AGRs), so that maintenance and operations can be continued even if a

3.2 SR Characteristics

failure occurs.

An ARN uses the SR-MPLS, which applies SR
to the MPLS data plane*16 and has the following
features.

3. SR Functions

1) Data Plane
In SR-MPLS the conventional MPLS data plane

This chapter provides an overview of the main

can be used as it is. The segment is also repre-

SR functions operating on an ARN.

sented by encoding the SID in the Label field of

3.1 SR Overview

the MPLS header.

In general, router devices determine the next-

2) Control Plane*17

hop router based on the destination IP address of
the packets. In case of SR, the next-hop is deter-

The following three options are available to implement SR control plane.

mined with “segment”. This architecture enables

• Distributed, in which the segments are allo-

simpler and more flexible control than the conven-

cated and signaled only by extended routing

14

tional Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)* -

protocols (such as Open Shortest Path First

based forwarding. While there are several types

(OSPF)*18). This method does not require

of segment, an ARN mainly uses the Interior

label distribution-specific protocols (Label

*14
*15
*16

MPLS: A packet forwarding technology that uses labels instead of IP addresses.
Loopback address: An IP address assigned to a node to indicate the node itself.
Data plane: A routing table and its logic used by routers to
forward traffic.

*17
*18
*19

Control plane: A routing protocol used by routers to control
traffic forwarding.
OSPF: A protocol that allows routers to select routes based
on adjacent connection information.
LDP: A kind of label exchange protocol. Label information exchange enables the establishment of a session between NEs.
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The headend assigns a Segment (SID) to
be forwarded on an ARN and forwards it.
IP packet

16006
R2

R4
IP packet

IP packet
R6
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R1

ARN

R3

R5

Node-SID:
16006

Segment indicating the node (Node-SID)

(a) Prefix-SID
Segment indicating the link (Adj-SID)
Adj-SID:24042
R2
Adj-SID:24024

Adj-SID:24046

R4
Node-SID:
16004

Adj-SID:24064
R6

R1

ARN

R3

Node-SID:
16006

R5

(b) Adj-SID
AGR/ACR

Figure 2

IP router network equipment

eNB/gNB

Overview of SR transfer operation

Distribution Protocol (LDP)*19 or Resource
20

reSerVation Protocol (RSVP )* ), making it

low latency and guaranteed bandwidth.
4) Fast Failover
Since an ARN deals with the C-Plane*23 of cel-

simpler than conventional MPLS (OSPF uses this method in an ARN).

lular communications and voice services, it requires

• Centralized, in which the segments are al-

a high level of availability. An ARN must be de-

located and instantiated by the SR control-

signed to minimize packet loss with quick rerout-

ler.

ing in the event of any failure. As shown in Figure 3,

• Hybrid, which is based on the distributed
control plane with the SR controller

pending on the topology, a packet rerouted once

3) Source Routing

may end up heading toward a failure point again,

An ingress SR node can steer a packet through
an SR-policy*

21

in conventional MPLS, there is a concern that, de-

resulting in a loop (Fig. 3(b)). However, in SR-MPLS,

instantiated as an order list of in-

loops can be avoided by strictly specifying the for-

structions. A transit SR node determines the next-

warding backup route using the MPLS label stack

hop following the SR-policy. In addition, the archi-

(Fig. 3(c), (d)). This is called “Topology Independ-

tecture is highly compatible with a Software De-

ent Loop Free Alternate” (TI-LFA), and is a func-

22

(enabling easy centralized

tion that enables fast rerouting for failures on the

control with a controller) and can provide opti-

IGP (OSPF) network. Conventional IP fast reroute

mized routing operations for each user, such as

such as LFA and remote LFA (rLFA) cannot install

fined Network (SDN)*

*20

*21
*22

RSVP: A protocol to secure necessary QoS for services such
as data requiring real-time communication by reserving in
advance end-to-end bandwidth on an IP network.
SR-policy: A policy that specifies a forwarding route on an SR
network.
SDN: Software control of the configuration and operation of

*23

devices comprising a network.
C-Plane: A protocol for transferring control signals for establishing and disconnecting cellular communications.
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IP packet

16006

R2

R4

IP packet

IP packet

SID:16006
R6

R1
SID:16003
R3

R5

(a) Normal time

IP packet

In some cases, a failure is detected, and the route cannot
be forwarded correctly (a routing loop occurs) until the
route calculation is complete (the state in Figure (d)).

16006

R2

R4

IP packet

・・・
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ARN

R1

SID:16006
R6

SID:16003
ARN

R3

R5

(b) With failure (existing LFA)

IP packet

Labeling and forwarding to backup path
precomputed by TI-LFA

16006

R4

R2
IP packet

IP packet

16006

16003

SID:16006
R6

R1
SID:16003
ARN

R3

R5
IP packet

16006

(c) With failure (TI- LFA)

R2

R4

IP packet

SID:16006
R6

R1
SID:16003
ARN

R3
IP packet

R5
16006

(d) After completion of the route calculation

AGR/ACR

Figure 3

5) Operation And Maintenance (OAM)*

24

neighboring nodes within an IGP network.

Func-

tions

bility and forwarding route to any destination on

25

First of all, as basic OAM functions, ping* and

*25
*26

Next, Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF)ping/traceroute can be used to check the reacha-

SR-based routers have several OAM functions.

*24

eNB/gNB

Summary of failure actions and TI-LFA actions on the ARN

a loop-free reroute depending on the topology.

traceroute*

IP router network equipment

26

can be used to check reachability to

the VPN. The destination does not have to be on
the ARN, and the function can also be used to

OAM: Functions for maintenance and operational management
on a network.
Ping: A command to check the reachability of a node on an
IP-network.
Traceroute: A command to check the network route to a node
on an IP-network.
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check the reachability to base stations and core

makes it possible to achieve even more flexible

nodes.

routing to meet each service requirement. Similar-

In addition, MPLS-Ping can be used to check

ly, in the MBH, SR-TE can provide highly detailed

reachability of an IGP network, etc. on the MPLS

network control to meet the various needs of us-

data plane. This is used to check for special issues

ers. On the mobile network, communications from

such as failure to exchange SID information.

user mobile phones to the core node are the target of SR-TE in our network.

One of the features of SR-based routers is Data

With the launch of 5G services, a variety of re-

Plane Monitoring (DPM), a function that detects si27

lent failures* . As shown in Figure 4, DPM enables

quirements with lower latency, higher capacity,

periodic checking of the liveness of the network.

and more simultaneous connections to many devices than ever before must be accommodated. We
require even more flexible network design that

4. Evolution of the MBH in the 5G
era

considers the characteristics of each network providing these services.

4.1 Overview of SR-TE

An overview of SR-TE is shown in Figure 5. In

Applying SR technology to Traffic Engineering

SR-TE, the route of packet forwarding is determined

(TE), which can explicitly specify routes in an ARN,

by source routing as described in Chapter 3 so
Verification that the response of packets
(LSP-ping) sent to neighboring nodes
comes back as expected.

LSP-ping

24024
LSP-ping

R2
Adj-SID:24024

Adj-SID:24064
R6

R1

ARN

24064

R4

R3

R5

(a) Adjacent communications monitoring
To check whether communications through
equipment is as expected, an SID is assigned,
and a packet (LSP-ping) that causes the TTL
to expire at the neighboring node is sent.

TTL:2
LSP-ping

16005

R2
Adj-SID:24024

Verification that the response comes back
as expected.

24024

R4

R6

R1
Node-SID:16005
ARN

R3

R5

(b) Monitoring communications to a specific node

AGR/ACR

Figure 4

*27

IP router network equipment

Overview of DPM operations

Silent failure: A failure that cannot be detected by NE-OpS.
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Normal traffic

Assignment of route information (labels) at
the entrance of the ARN and specification
of forwarding routes
R2

R4

R6
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R1

TE target traffic
R3

ARN

R5

(a) Overview of SR-TE operation

IP packet

16006
R2

IP packet

R4

IP packet
SID:16006
R6

R1
SID:16005

SID:16003

IP packet

R3

ARN
IP packet

16006

16005

IP packet

R5
Assignment of route information (label)
to be forwarded on the specified route

16003

(b) Transfer control by label assignment
AGR/ACR

Figure 5

IP router network equipment

eNB/gNB

Overview of SR-TE control

that the route through the MBH can be explicitly

than in the past by using routes determined by

specified at the entrance to an ARN. When pack-

route calculation using path cost*29 such as OSPF

ets flow into the MBH, route of packet forwarding

and routes determined by route calculation using

is specified using the identifiers assigned to each

the amount of delay.

service, making it possible to operate routes as logically separate networks. For example, IP addresses, port numbers, and Differentiated Services Code

4.2 Towards the Realization of
Network Slicing in E2E

Point (DSCP) values*28 can be used as identifiers

Designing the network through the SR control-

to sort services, and control methods can be tai-

ler will make it possible to optimize routes not on-

lored to the nodes to be connected.

ly for the MBH but also for other networks con-

For example, when providing low latency ser-

nected to the MBH, which holds promise for the

vices, it is possible to calculate the forwarding

realization of End-to-End (E2E) flexible routing.

path using the amount of delay between nodes

Slicing in E2E is expected to provide users with

and set the shortest path, which is the result of the

networks that are even more in line with the re-

calculation, to each piece of network equipment. It

quirements of each service unit.

is possible to construct the MBH more flexibly

*28

DSCP value: A value indicating priority level when controlling the priority of packets.

The network topology through the SR controller

*29

Path cost: The accumulated distance (weighting) on the path
to the destination.
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is shown in Figure 6. Since the SR-based router

flexible network design for a variety of services

alone cannot collect the network configuration in-

and requirements.

formation other than the ARN, it is necessary to
obtain the network configuration via the other con-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

troller for the destination network. Path computa-

5. Conclusion

tion is not performed only by the routers on the

This article has described an overview of the

ARN section and the SR controller for the ARN,

SR-based router to support the 5G era, its network

but also in cooperation with the other network

configurations, and MBH evolution that will be re-

controller, sharing other network configuration in-

alized in the future.

formation necessary for routing and performing
path computation.

As discussed, the introduction of the SR-based
router enables a significant increase in network

Coordinating between each controller and con-

capacity and efficient network bandwidth utiliza-

figuring each router under each controller in this

tion, and also increases network reliability in the

way makes it possible to apply a consistent routing

event of failures due to fast failover and improved

policy in E2E and configure logical networks to

failure detection.

meet various service requirements. In this case, the

Going forward, we will continue to consider

SR-based router will realize routing in cooperation

the enhancement of functions to flexibly support a

with the controller, making it possible to provide

wide variety of 5G services through linkage with

Control of other network connection
information via the SR controller

SR controller
for the ARN

Controller for the
destination network

Destination network

ARN

AGR/ACR

Figure 6

Network topology through the SR controller
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Technical Journal, Vol.12, No.3, pp.56‒60, Dec. 2010.

the SR controller.
[2]
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Upgrade without Service Interruption

Migration to ETSI NFV Stage 3 Specificationcompliant Multivendor MANO Configuration
on Network Virtualization Platform
Core Network Development Department

Hironao Tamura Yuya Kuno

DOCOMO Technology, Inc.

Yoshiyuki Suzuki

NTT DOCOMO commercially introduced a virtualization platform for its core
network at the end of FY2015, and has continued to operate it stably since then.
This virtualization platform supports multivendor configuration and also is able to
accommodate the operation of many virtualized core network functions running
on it. To address the EoL of NFVO and VNFM, which are components of the virtualization platform, we have developed a multivendor configuration framework
over the virtualization platform that incorporates the latest ETSI NFV Stage 3 specifications. Also, we succeeded with the migration from the legacy virtualization platform to the new one without service interruptions or negative impacts on communications services. This article describes these activities.

of products from multiple vendors. This reduces

1. Introduction

communications network CAPital EXpenditure

At the end of FY2015, NTT DOCOMO became

(CAPEX)*2/OPerating EXpense (OPEX)*3 [1] [2].

the first company in the world to configure a vir-

Since then, NTT DOCOMO has continued to vir-

1

tualization platform on which a core network* is

tualize more core network functions and operate

running in an operational environment consisting

the virtualization platform stably. By the end of

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.
All company names or names of products, software, and services
appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.

*1

*2
*3

Core network: A network comprised of switching equipment,
subscriber information management equipment, etc. A mobile
terminal communicates with the core network via a radio access network.
CAPEX: The amount of money expended for hardware and
hardware installation.
OPEX: The amount of money expended for maintaining and
operating facilities.
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FY2020, more than 50% of these core network

multiple vendors. These products differ in their

functions had been virtualized, with more than 400

End of Life (EoL)*8 timing, the version of standard

running on the virtualization platform. The lifecy-

specifications they support, their Application Pro-

cles of these virtualized core network functions

gramming Interfaces (APIs)*9, input/output parame-

(Virtual Network Functions (VNF)*4) are managed by

ters*10, and attributes*11. Each vendor decides these

Management ANd Orchestration (MANO)*5. Lifecy-

items based on standardization work and future

cle management includes automatic healing to rec-

trends, releases plans of them and specifications

6

reate Virtual Machines (VMs)* on normally oper-

based on operator requirements. Therefore, when

ational hardware if a hardware or VM failure oc-

upgrading a system that is made by combining

curs, scaling to optimize processing power by in-

products from multiple vendors, the complexity of

creasing or decreasing processing resources accord-

integration*12, including the design of InterFace

ing to the load on the hardware and VMs, and VNF

(IF) specifications between products, is an issue.

upgrading to update the communications software

Addressing this, NTT DOCOMO actively partici-

and VM-related software when adding new ser-

pates in standardization at the European Telecom-

vices or solving issues. To provide stable commu-

munications Standards Institute (ETSI)*13 Network

nications services, this virtualization platform runs

Functions Virtualization (NFV)*14 [3] and has con-

as a mission-critical*7 system (Figure 1).

tributed to the development of Stage 3 specifica-

As mentioned above, NTT DOCOMOʼs virtual-

tions*15 [4]. We continue to work on standardiza-

ization platform is composed of products from

tion in consideration of integration, reliability, and

MANO
OSS/EMS

VNF

NFVO

Healing

VNF

VNF
VNFM

VNF

Scaling

VNF

Upgrade

NFVI
(Resource pool)

VIM

EMS: Element Management System

Figure 1

*4
*5
*6
*7

*8

Healing, scaling, and VNF upgrading on the virtualization platform

VNF: Virtualized communications functions (communications
systems).
MANO: A generic term that summarizes the functional blocks
of NFVO (see *16), VNFM (see *17), and VIM (see *18).
VM: A computer (virtual machine) created in a virtual manner
by software.
Mission-critical: Refers to elements essential to the execution
of businesses or services for which termination or interruption is not allowed.
EoL: Refers to cessation of product manufacture and sales, ces-

*9
*10

sation of software product support services, or cessation of
provision of modification/update programs for bug fixing and
functional improvements.
API: A specification for exchanging information for connecting
software components and products.
Parameter: A generic term for a set of data exchanged between
systems in ETSI NFV. When using an API, the data passed by
the system that calls the API is called the input parameter, and,
as execution results, the data returned by the system that opens
the API and executes the API is called the output parameter.
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operational efficiency among multivendor products.

the scope of IFs virtualization platforms must sup-

In this article, we describe our activities to co-

port also differ.

ordinate IF specifications to comply with ETSI NFV
describes a method of upgrading systems without

2.2 Utilization of Global Products in a
Multivendor Environment

stopping communications services, a fundamental

In recent years, the application of cloud tech-

requirement of telecommunications providers. Systems

nologies has significantly changed the way opera-

16

tors develop their businesses. As cloud technology

and VNF Manager (VNFM)* , which are key com-

evolves more quickly and product lifecycles get

ponents of MANO. However, since Virtual Infra-

faster, it is becoming less efficient to develop eve-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Stage 3 to handle product EoL. The article also

to be upgraded are NFV Orchestrator (NFVO)*
17

18

structure Manager (VIM)* , which manages vir19

rything in-house. Meanwhile, it has been difficult to

environment, is not

use systems other than those developed in-house

upgraded, we have to upgrade these systems while

for operation and maintenance, because each coun-

VIM is in service.

try has different legal frameworks and different

tual resources in the cloud*

geographical conditions, and operators must comply with different organizational structures and

2. Virtualization Platforms Landscape

operational flows.

2.1 Trends in Virtualization Platforms

Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, it is extreme-

NTT DOCOMO actively participates in stand-

ly important to move from the legacy development

ardization at ETSI NFV Industry Specification Group

processes based on an operatorʼs own business anal-

(ISG) and has contributed to the growth of NFV

ysis (an example of waterfall development) to new

technologies and NFV standards adoption. As NFV

style that involves 1) the promotion of operator

becomes more widespread as a global standard, vir-

collaboration based on multifaceted business anal-

tualization platforms are being deployed by many

ysis considering the different operational workflows

telecommunications operators. However, as well as

and needs of each operator, 2) the promotion and

single-vendor deployment, the type of deployment

description of common requirements and devel-

differs from operator to operator, with additional

opment of common specifications through external

challenges including multivendor configuration as-

standardization activities, and 3) the acceleration

pects such as that of NTT DOCOMO. Furthermore,

of development of standardized products that sat-

from the deployment perspective, since VNF archi-

isfy the needs of operators.

tectures running on virtual platforms may differ, use

These activities will make products with uni-

cases and development methods for VNF LifeCycle

form specifications globally available to many op-

Management (LCM)*

20

can also vary. This means

the way operators use ETSI NFV specifications and

*11

*12
*13
*14

Attribute: A generic term for resource information held by each
functional block in ETSI NFV. Since the ETSI NFV specification is based on REST (see *36), the resources held by each
functional block are called attributes, and are distinguished
from input/output parameters in APIs.
Integration: The incorporation of equipment or systems on a
network operated by an operator.
ETSI: The standardization organization concerned with telecommunications technology in Europe.
NFV: Achieving a telecommunications carrier network on gen-

erators, thereby maintaining interoperability in a
multivendor environment while lowering costs.

*15

*16
*17

eral-purpose hardware through virtualization technology.
Stage 3 specifications: A general term for specifications of
signaling protocols among the standardization methods in telecommunications specified in International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication sector (ITU-T) I.130.
NFVO: The system that performs comprehensive management of virtual resources that span multiple VIMs (see *18).
VNFM: The system that controls VNF such as launching and
terminating VNF LCM.
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Typical development process (with waterfall development)
Overall design
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• Requirements
• Assignment of functions
• Cost-effectiveness
calculation

External design
• External condition
specifications
• IF specification

Internal design
• Basic design
• Manufacturing contract
designation
• Test items

Manufacture
•
•
•
•

Internal design
Detailed design
Make
Unit test

•
•
•
•

Internal design
Detailed design
Make
Unit test

Testing
•
•
•
•

Integration test
Comprehensive test
Acceptance test
File updating test

Commercial
implementation
• Installation/file update
• Field test
• Network connection
judgment

Maintenance
management
• Failure response
• Troubleshooting
• Patching

Utilization of global products in a multivendor environment
Overall design

• Medium- to long-term
roadmap
• Requirements
• Assignment of functions
• Cost-effectiveness
calculation

External design
• External condition
specifications
• IF specification

Internal design
• Basic design
• Manufacturing contract
designation
• Test items

Procurement strategy
• Multivendor procurement
• PoC/Collaborative
experiments
• Vendor PUSH/procurement

Manufacture

Testing
• Integration test
Black-box
• Comprehensive
testing
test
• Acceptance test
• File updating test

Commercial
implementation
• Installation/file update
• Field test
• Network connection
judgment

Maintenance
management
• Failure response
• Troubleshooting
• Patching

Technical investigation
• Design of recommended
values for product setting
values

External activities
1) Operator
collaboration
• Medium- to long-term roadmap
• Requirement matching
• Global appeal

2) Standardization
• Use cases & functional
requirements (Stage 1)
• Assignment of functions
(Stage 2)
• IF specifications (Stage 3)

Figure 2

3) Commercialization
of products

Alliances
• Standard test
specifications
• Coalition of vendors

• Product
• Manual
• License

Utilization of global products in a multivendor environment

(Stage 3) will be specified. Creating standard spec-

1) Operator Collaboration
Requirements need to be common among op-

ifications among operators and vendors will make

erators to ensure wide adoption of specifications.

global products interoperable in a multivendor

To achieve this, it is important for each operator

environment.

to create its own medium- to long-term roadmap,

3) Promotion of Commercialization in Compliance

and jointly coordinate requirements specifications

with Standard Specifications

with other operators (to build global appeal).

When operators procure products that comply
with standard specifications from vendors, the prod-

2) Standardization
Based on the common requirements specified
by operators, use cases will be created jointly dur-

ucts will become commercialized (product manufacture, manual creation and licensing).

ing the development of standards. By clarifying use
cases, functional requirements will become clearer

Thus, there is no significant difference between

(Stage 1). Next, different functionality will be split

development of virtualization platforms using glob-

into functional blocks and the information flows

al products and legacy development in terms of

among them (Stage 2) can be specified. Finally, IFs

processes necessary for design, such as splitting

*18

*19

*20

VIM: The system that manages the physical resources on a
virtualization platform consisting of physical computers, physical storage, and physical networks.
Cloud: A format and mechanism for providing services over
the network. Server resources can be allocated according to
demand making for high scalability.
VNF LCM: VNF lifecycle processing.
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functions and establishing IF specifications, and

specifications is supported and the support period

product manufacturing and testing to verify that

for that version, based on the assumption that op-

the product meets requirements. However, addi-

erator use cases and requirements have been stand-

tional external activities are needed to develop com-

ardized through the aforementioned 1) Operator

mon requirements and specifications.

collaboration and 2) Standardization efforts. In addition, since supported functions and security-related
specifications may change with each version, an

3. NTT DOCOMOʼs Approach to
MANO Upgrades

operator must be able to ask vendors for specific
versions that meet its requirements and cover its

As mentioned above, since virtualization plat-

use cases.

forms require cloud technology, NTT DOCOMO

While identifying de facto versions based on

has been working on standardization at ETSI NFV

these considerations, it will be important to con-

and has been promoting commercialization of prod-

sider the aforementioned 3) Promotion of commer-

ucts compliant with standard specifications while

cialization in compliance with standard specifica-

coordinating IF specifications for multivendor MANO

tions, provide education about de facto versions in

configuration, and has been developing a frame-

an open forum, demand these de facto versions

work for upgrading without interrupting services.

from product vendors and align functional requirements among operators. Therefore, it is important

3.1 Identifying De Facto Versions and
Promoting Commercialization
Communications equipment must continue to

to raise the incentive for each product vendor to
commercialize products in terms of what versions
of what products are needed and by when.

provide services for a period of 10 years, but as
tends to shorten product lifecycles and frequently

3.2 Study of Methods to Start Upgrade
Developments

involves changes to the functions themselves. As

IFs that comply with ETSI NFV Stage 3 are

the goal is to put communications equipment in

shown in Figure 3. Vendor products are basically

the cloud, ETSI NFV is moving closer to a cloud

commercialized based on market needs. Unlike com-

computing culture, and its standard specifications

munications equipment such as equipment that sup-

will have a minor version upgrade every six months

ports roaming*21 which cannot provide communi-

and a major version upgrade every two years with

cations services unless standard specifications are

function addition and changes to the roles of func-

fully implemented, standard specification are not

tions occurring each time.

necessarily implemented with operation and mainte-

mentioned above, the adoption of cloud technology

Therefore, when connecting multiple products,

nance equipment such as Operating Support Sys-

it is necessary to determine which version of which

tem (OSS)*22/Element Manager (EM)*23 and MANO.

*21

Roaming: A mechanism that enables mobile subscribers to
receive services when visiting the service areas of partner
telecommunications carriers, when traveling outside the geographical coverage area of their home networks.

*22

*23

OSS: An operation support system for network operations for
discovering, controlling, and dealing with faults and congestion in a mobile communications network. For a network operator, this means full or partial network or system fault management, configuration management, billing management, performance management and security management for usage of
provided services.
EM: A system that manages and monitors Faults, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security (FCAPS) for individual pieces of communications equipment.
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VNFPackage
(SOL004)

SOL005

MANO
VNFD
(SOL001)

OSS/EMS

NFVO

SOL003

SOL002
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Healing

VNF

VNF
VNFM

VNF

Extension

Scaling

VNF
Upgrade

NFVI
(Resource pool)

SOL00X

VIM

Document number issued by ETSI NFV ISG as Stage 3 regulation.

Figure 3

ETSI NFV Stage 3 IF

In the case of operation and maintenance equip-

operator requires implementation of non-standardized

ment, the functions required are completely dif-

functions or extensions*25 in products to realize a

ferent depending on the operatorʼs workflows, so

use case, it should not prevent stable upgrades,

vendors implement only the essential common func-

and the operator should carefully consider select-

tions and IF specifications requested by the major-

ing interoperable versions to avoid problem solv-

ity of operators in their products. As a result, when

ing difficulties during the testing process or com-

connecting different MANO products, even if the

mercial operations. Therefore, it is important to

IF specification is defined as a standard specifica-

have strong policies to prevent non-compliance with

tion, each product might support different APIs

standard specifications to maintain interoperability

24

with different attributes and values* . For this

between products. Towards the development of

reason, a feasibility study to connect MANO prod-

version upgrades, the following is a list of consid-

ucts is required.

erations to achieve these goals.

To ensure compliance with standard specifica-

1) Create a Product-to-product Sequence*26 and

tions, it is necessary to complete the use cases of

Determine the Assignment of Functions in New

a company as soon as possible, as described in 1)

Versions

to 3) below, and to clarify and request from the

Sequences using standard specifications must

vendor the minimum necessary functions compli-

be considered based on a companyʼs own use cas-

ant with standard specifications for the deployment

es. The major types of sequences are (1) deploy-

of new versions of equipment. In addition, if an

ment*27 (onboarding*28 and instantiation), (2) update

*24

Value: The specific value passed by an attribute. In REST
(see *36), this is passed by a key value pair consisting of an
attribute and a value.

*25

*26
*27
*28

Extension: Parameters for APIs and VNFDs (see *35) that
have been extended to allow products to use their own functions.
Sequence: The order of processing agreed upon between
systems, functional blocks, etc.
Deployment: Installing applications by placing them in their
execution environments.
Onboarding: Registering a VNF Package in the MANO system.
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(healing, scaling and file update), and (3) removal
29

and VNFs used in virtual resource management,

(termination* ). To achieve these goals, it is neces-

and naming rules so that each piece of equipment

sary to determine products that will take on the

can uniquely determine these parameters.

30

31

role of VNF Instance* , Virtual Resource* , and

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

VNF Package*32 resource owner*33, and to create

Through these studies, it is important to document the sequence, error-handling, each parame-

the sequence.
34

Methods and

ter value, etc., and request them from each vendor

Manual Recovery Procedures Based on Assign-

as mandatory features of each product. To imple-

ment of Functions

ment future upgrades smoothly, NTT DOCOMO

ETSI GS NFV-SOL 003 specifications describe

has contributed to the standardization of sequences

policies and specifications for error-handling, alt-

(procedures), parameter exchange (key information

hough the supported functions and implementa-

exchange) between pieces of equipment, competi-

tion-dependent error cases need to be well inves-

tive conditions (dependent and non-dependent side

tigated. In particular, it is necessary to confirm de-

procedures) in REpresentational State Transfer

tection and recovery methods to address commu-

(REST)*36 environments and main error-cases as

nication failures - whether to recover using the re-

ETSI GS NFV-SOL 016.

2) Determination of Error-handling*

try method or the rollback method for each use
case - and the error-code and recovery method

3.3 Upgrade without Service Interruption

when VNF LCM fails.

More than 400 core network VNFs run on

3) Determination of Parameter Values to Use

NTT DOCOMOʼs virtualization platform. Any neg-

In ETSI NFV standardization, many parame-

ative impact on these functions will directly lead

ters and attributes have been defined to support

to degradation of user services, such as connection

different use cases, and many options regarding

difficulties or suspension of user communications.

information flows are available. Therefore, based on

Therefore, when upgrading NFVOs and VNFMs,

the sequence in 1) and the error-handling method

the upgrade must not affect the communications

adopted in 2), it is necessary to determine how

services provided by operational VNFs .

main parameters are exchanged among multiple

The following are requirements for upgrading

systems, what should be described in the VNF

NFVO and VNFM without impacting communica-

35

Descriptor (VNFD)* , and which parameters and

tions services.
(1) No need to recreate the VNF

attributes are necessary to realize a use case. In
particular, it is necessary to determine the network

One possible upgrading method is to cre-

connectivity information between VNFs, the place-

ate a new VNF (instantiation) on a new sys-

ment policy for VMs to form a redundant configu-

tem built separately from the old system, and

ration to maintain reliability, the identifiers of VIMs

switch to the newly deployed VNF. However,

*29
*30
*31
*32

*33

Termination: Stopping a VNF and removing it from a virtualization platform.
VNF Instance: A VNF entity created (instantiated) on a virtualization platform by a MANO system.
Virtual Resource: Virtualized hardware resources (CPU, memory,
hard disk, etc.).
VNF Package: A package containing VNFD (see *35) that defines VNF functions and operations, ancillary information and
VNF images.
Resource owner: The system from which VNF instance, vir-

*34
*35
*36

tual resources and package resources are managed.
Error-handling: Responses when errors occur.
VNFD: The definition file for VNF to be created on the virtualization platform.
REST: An API that sends GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE
requests to each resource (URL) and receives the response in
XML, json, or other format (the format of the response is not
specified).
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with some core network functions, commu-

VNFMs maintain management data about the vir-

nications services may be impacted when

tual resources of the VNFs that they run (herein-

switching VNFs, and recreating and switch-

after referred to as “VNF data”). To eliminate the

ing more than 400 VNFs requires a huge

need to recreate VNFs when upgrading, it is nec-

period of time and cost. Therefore, it is pre-

essary to move the VNF data managed in the old

ferred that VNFs must not have to be rec-

system to the new system, so that VNFs can con-

reated.

tinue to run on the new system.

(2) The lifecycle management for the VNF that

In general, there are two possible ways to up-

is running should be executable (stopping

grade a system that has inherited data: update an

for a certain period of time is acceptable).

old system to a new system on the same server,

On a virtualization platform, healing is a

as in an OS update, or build a new system on a

type of lifecycle management which improves

different server from the old system and switch to

reliability when a hardware failure occurs.

it after data migration. Since the hardware require-

Specifically, when failures occur, VMs in which

ments of the target NFVO and VNFM were changed

VNFs are deployed are recreated on other

in this upgrade, a new system was built on a sep-

normally operating hardware to maintain

arate server and switched after data migration.

redundancy. If healing is not possible, VNF

The NFVO manages multiple VNFMs, including

redundancy cannot be maintained, and the

VNFMs that are not upgraded. The upgrade was

risk that the next hardware failure will af-

performed in two stages, NFVO and VNFM, as

fect the communications service provided

shown in Figure 4.
As for data migration, both NFVO and VNFM

by VNFs is high. Therefore, it is necessary

will need to be converted to the new data format

to be able to continuously perform healing.

when VNFM is upgraded in the second stage. Since

(3) The upgrade process must be reversible.
It is necessary to be able to revert an

the upgraded NFVO and VNFM will be compliant

upgrade and restore normal operations when

with the ETSI NFV Stage 3 specifications, they

abnormalities occur during the upgrade.

will involve some changes in the assignment of
functions from the current system. The structure

We upgraded the NFVO and VNFM by meet-

of the VNF data to be managed and the parame-

ing these requirements and not impacting com-

ters of the inter-system IF will be significantly dif-

munications services. The mechanism is described

ferent. Therefore, we found that migrating data

below.

from the current system to the new system re-

1) Mechanism to Eliminate the Need for VNF Rec-

quired complex and extensive data conversion and

reation

harmonization across NFVO and VNFM (Figure 5).

To provide VNF LCM functions, NFVOs and

The development of these processes involves a risk
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[NFVO upgrade]

[VNFM upgrade]

Data copy from current NFVO to new NFVO, IF
switching

Data copied from current VNFM(A) to new VNFM(A),
data conversion between new NFVO and new
VNFM(A), IF switching

NFVO

New data
format

VNF data

(1) Copy

NFVO

New NFVO

New NFVO

(2) Data
conversion
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(3) Switching
(2) Switching

IF

New IF

VNF data

VNFM(A)
VNFM(B)
VNFM(C)

VNFM(A)*

New VNFM(A)

*Upgrades available
for VNFM(A) only.

VIM
VIM
VIM

Figure 4

VNF

VNFc

Upgrade method

In reality, there are hundreds of parameters with
different data structures and dozens of new parameters.

Parameter

Value

Vnfr ID

VNF①

VIM ID

01

Vnfc ID

VM①

Resource ID

BBB

(2) Data
conversion

(3) Switching

VNF data

VIM
VIM
VIM

Current NFVO

New data
format

(1) Copy

New VNFM(A)

VNF data

New NFVO
VNF

VNF data
(new format)

Value

Name

VNF①

Instance ID
VNFc

Name

VM①

Instance ID

New NFVO
VIM

Current VNFM(A)

Parameter

New IF

Resource ID

BBB

AZ

0001

VIM ID

01

Project

ZZ

Parameter

Value

User name

Admin

VNF

Vnfr ID

VNF①

password

yyy

VNFc

Vnfc ID

VM①

Resource ID

BBB

AZ

0001

VIM

VIM ID

01

Tenant ID

ZZ

User name

Admin

password

yyy

Current
VNFM(A)

New VNFM(A)
VNF data
(new format)

New VNFM(A)
VNF

VNFc

VIM

Figure 5

Parameter

Value

Name
Instance ID

VNF①
New
issuance

Name

VM①

Instance ID

New
issuance

Resource ID

BBB

Data conversion and migration image

of errors in the migrated data because the data

patterns need to be considered. Therefore, as a

must be converted between systems manufactured

mechanism for efficient data migration while en-

by different vendors, and because various data

suring reliability of migrated data, we considered
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a method that uses the instantiation function, which

on the current system on a new system, VNF da-

is a basic lifecycle function of NFVO and VNFM,

ta in a new format are generated on the new sys-

instead of developing data conversion and harmo-

tem (NFVO, VNFM), thus enabling the migration

nization processes.

of data of VNFs that are running without developing a new data conversion process.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Instantiation is a technique to create a new VNF
37

by collaboration

To migrate data by pseudo-instantiation, the new

of NFVO, VNFM and VIM based on the VNF Pack-

NFVO and the new VNFM support the following

age, which includes VNFD and VM images defin-

functions, respectively.

on NFV Infrastructure (NFVI)*

ing VNF functions and operations. The data in a

(a) Automated pseudo-instantiation (new NFVO)

new format is generated by pseudo-execution of

Conventionally, instantiation requires a

instantiation only between new systems (NFVO,

maintenance technician to operate the NFVO

VNFM), without creating a new VNF on NFVI.

for each VNF after registering the VNF pack-

This is called pseudo-instantiation (Figure 6). By

age. However, with the migration data for

pseudo-instantiating the VNFs that are running

more than 400 VNFs, there are concerns

Pseudo-instantiation
Pseudo-instantiation between the new NFVO and new VNFM.
Generate and migrate VNF data in the new format (Current
VNF data on the new NFVO is deleted).

New NFVO
Parameter
VNF

New NFVO
VNF data (new format)
VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

VNF④

Migration
function

VNF④

VNFc
NW/port
Volume etc.

Value

Name

VNF④

Instance ID

AAA

Name

VNF④-VM1

Instance ID

CCC

Virtual resource ID BBB

New VNFM

(a) Automatic execution of pseudo-instantiation.

Parameter

New IF

Current VNFM(A)

VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

VNF④

VNF

New VNFM(A)
Migration
function

VNF data (new format)

VNF③

NFVI

VNFc
NW/port
Volume etc.

Name

VNF④-VM1

Instance ID

CCC

Parameter

Value

Name

VNF④-VM1

Virtual resource ID BBB

VNF④

VIM
VIM

(c) Check consistency of
virtual resource ID information.

Figure 6

*37

AAA

VIM

VNFs that are running
VNF②

VNF④

Instance ID

Virtual resource ID BBB

VNF④

(b) Termination of instantiation process.
Migration of virtual resource ID information.

VNF①

VNFc
NW/port
Volume etc.

Value

Name

Mechanism of pseudo-instantiation

NFVI: A generic term for the general-purpose servers, storage, and network equipment. Virtualization platforms are built
using these resources.
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about having to mobilize more maintenance

2) Healing Continuation Mechanism

staff and mistakes being made when making

A VNF that has already migrated data through

settings. To address this, the system automat-

pseudo-instantiation is not able to execute its lifecy-

ically extracts the information that needs to

cle until the switchover to the new system is com-

be set during instantiation (Fig. 6 (a)).

pleted. Also, while pseudo-instantiation improves

(b) Termination of the instantiation process (new

the reliability of migrated data, it requires more
time to migrate data for all VNFs since more than

VNFM)
In normal instantiation, the VNFM per-

400 VNFs are processed, and the period during

forms virtual resource control to the VIM,

which healing cannot be executed exceeds the al-

but in pseudo-instantiation, the new VNFM

lowed time (Figure 7).

terminates the process and does not per-

Therefore, we designed the method to allow

form virtual resource control to the VIM.

VNFM to perform healing alone by limiting the re-

Originally, as a result of virtual resource

covery method during the data migration period.

control to the VIM, the virtual resource ID

We added a mechanism to simulate a limited peri-

information (ID information of virtual re-

od healing function that does not use the NFVO

sources such as the generated VMs) for the

virtual resource management function (migration

deployed VNFs is collected from the VIM.

function) to the new VNFM, and continued healing

However, as an alternative to this control,

by switching the VNFM to new NFVO connection

the virtual resource ID information is mi-

to the VNFM to new VNFM during the data mi-

grated from the current VNFM to the new

gration period (Figure 8). Since the NFVO virtual

VNFM in advance, and this information is

resource management function is not available, heal-

obtained during the pseudo-instantiation pro-

ing during the data migration period was limited

cess. This enables instantiation processes with-

to manual healing, which can be performed by a

out implementing virtual resource control to

maintenance technician after checking the virtual

the VIM (Fig. 6 (b)).

resource status.

(c) Migration data consistency between sys-

3) Reversion
To enable quick recovery and retry when a

tems (new NFVO, new VNFM)
In the new NFVO and VNFM, the vir-

problem occurs, it is important that reversion in

tual resource ID information generated as a

the upgrade process can be executed in steps that

result of pseudo-instantiation is checked

are as small as possible. In this upgrade, reversion

against the virtual resource ID information

was considered for each data migration and change-

managed in the VIM, and data consistency

over process to the new system.
Data migration by pseudo-instantiation can be

is ensured in the new NFVO, new VNFM,
and VIM systems (Fig. 6 (c)).

performed for each VNF selected by a maintenance
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Lifecycle management implementation is not possible for VNF
instances with migrated data, because there are no VNF data.

Data migration of more than 400 VNF
instances requires several days.

New NFVO
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VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

VNF④

VNF data (new format)

Migration
function

VNF④

New IF

Current VNFM(A)

VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

New VNFM(A)
Migration
function

VNF④

VNF data (new format)
VNF④

VNFs that are running
VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

VNF④

VIM
VIM

NFVI

Figure 7

Challenges in continuing the VNF lifecycle during data migration

New NFVO
VNF data (new format)
VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

VNF④

VNF④

Some of the NFVO functions were
simulated. During data migration,
the connection was switched and
healing could be performed.

Current VNFM(A)

VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

New IF

New VNFM(A)
Migration
function

VNF
VNF④

VNF data (new format)
VNF④

VNFs that are running
VNF①

VNF②

VNF③

VNF④

VIM
VIM

NFVI

Figure 8

Mechanism for continuing healing during data migration

technician, and a rollback function is provided in

new system after data migration is completed, it is

case of errors. This makes it possible to revert

possible to switch back to the old system simply

and retry as many times as necessary, even if an

by switching networks. These were also used to

issue occurs due to a VNF package creation error

deal with data correction and quick retries when

or data failure. In addition, when switching to the

problems occurred during the verification process,
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which led to the completion of verification in a

Plugtest*38 [5] to ensure interoperability of multi-

short period of time.

vendor products.

4. Conclusion

[1]

REFERENCES
to Communications Networks,” NTT DOCOMO Tech-

This article has described efforts to upgrade
NFVO and VNFM on the NTT DOCOMO virtual-

H. Oto, et al.: “Application of Virtualization Technology
nical Journal, Vol.18, No.1, pp.4-10, Jul. 2016.

[2]

T. Kamada, et al.: “Practical Implementation of Vir-

ization platform and a method to perform upgrades

tualization Platform in NTT DOCOMO Network,”

without interrupting communications services. This

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, Vol.18, No.1, pp.20-

effort has established an upgrade method for NFVO

28, Jul. 2016.
[3]

and VNFM, as well as a multivendor environment
in which ETSI NFV Stage 3 compliant products

ETSI: “Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV).”
https://www.etsi.org/technologies/nfv

[4]

ETSI: “Directory Listing/ISG/NFV/Open/Publications̲
pdf/Specs-Reports.”

are interoperable.

https://docbox.etsi.org/ISG/NFV/Open/Publications̲

To upgrade in a more efficient way, we will
continue to actively contribute to ETSI NFV, col-

pdf/Specs-Reports
[5]

ETSI: “NFV&MEC IOP Plugtests 2021.”

laborate with other operators in an open forum,

https://www.etsi.org/events/1935-nfv-mec-iop-plugtests-

and encourage vendors towards product commer-

2021

cialization. We also plan to promote and utilize

*38

Plugtest: A joint testing program among various organizations (e.g., product vendors) performed in ETSI NFV to accelerate NFV adoption and interoperability.
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CAPIF

SEAL

API

Standardization of Frameworks for
Industrial Application Enablement
in 3GPP
Core Network Development Department

Yuji Suzuki

In recent years, the use of mobile networks in various industries such as automated
driving, drones and smart factories has been attracting attention. 3GPP TSG SA WG6
is investigating solutions to enable a variety of industrial applications to take advantage
of 3GPP networks. In particular, CAPIF, introduced in Release 15, and SEAL, introduced
in Release 16, are anticipated to become service frameworks that can be commonly
used in many industries. This article provides an overview of the activities of 3GPP
TSG SA WG6 and describes the technical specifications of CAPIF and SEAL.

Partnership Project (3GPP), the technical specifica-

1. Introduction

tions have been enhanced with a view to cooper-

Mobile network usage is expected across a wid-

ating with applications outside the 3GPP domain,

er variety of industrial fields as well as telecom-

as exemplified by the exposure of network capa-

munications thanks to technological advancements

bilities by the Application Programming Interfaces

including, for example, the introduction of the 5th

(APIs)*1 of the Service Capability Exposure Func-

Generation mobile communications system (5G) that

tion (SCEF)*2 and the Network Exposure Function

delivers high speed/capacity, low-latency and mas-

(NEF)*3.

sive connectivity, the development of the Internet

3GPP TSG SA WG6 (hereinafter referred to as

of Things (IoT) technology and the digitization of

“SA6”) has traditionally focused on solutions for

various industrial fields. In the 3rd Generation

mission-critical*4 communications. In addition, since

©2022 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial
use, provided that the name NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the
name(s) of the author(s), the title and date of the article appear in
the copies.

*1
*2

*3
All company names or names of products, software, and services
appearing in this journal are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.

*4

API: An interface for applications to use a specific service. In
this article, it refers specifically to the RESTful API.
SCEF: A logical node that exposes some of the capabilities of
the 3GPP system to the outside of the 3GPP domain. It is
mainly used in core networks (see *13) for 4G.
NEF: Similar to SCEF, a functional part of the 5G core network (see *13) that exposes some of the capabilities of the
3GPP system to the outside of the 3GPP domain.
Mission-critical: A system that must be able to provide services continuously, and for which interruptions (e.g., due to
failures) are unacceptable or could be extremely damaging.
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Release 15, SA6 has been working on the specifi-

(push-to-talk*14, video and data communications)

cation of functions to support the use of 3GPP net-

with a focus on their use in the public safety*15

works by applications outside the 3GPP domain to

field. Later, in Release 15, the release in which the

enable the aforementioned cooperation with indus-

initial 5G specifications were also formulated, CAPIF

trial applications. For example, SA6 specified the

was formulated as a unified framework for north-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

5

Common API Framework (CAPIF)* , a unified
6

bound APIs provided by 3GPP. In Release 16 and

framework for northbound APIs* provided by 3GPP,

later, SA6 has developed more frameworks that

in Release 15, and introduced Service Enabler Ar-

can be applied to various services in addition to

7

chitecture Layer for Verticals (SEAL)* , a set of

mission-critical services and has studied enable-

functions that can be commonly used by various

ment of applications in various industrial fields such

industrial applications, in Release 16.

as Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X)*16, drones*17 and

This article presents an overview of the activi-

smart factories*18. Currently, the scope of SA6ʼs

ties of SA6 and, in particular, describes two ser-

work is labeled as “application enablement and crit-

vice frameworks, CAPIF and SEAL, which form a

ical communication applications” [1]. SA6 specifies

basis for coordinating industrial applications.

architecture for applications that utilize the 3GPP
network.

2. 3GPP SA6 Activities
3. CAPIF

Under the top-level Project Coordination Group
(PCG)*8, 3GPP has three Technical Specification
9

3.1 Purpose of CAPIF Implementation

10

Groups (TSGs)* : Radio Access Network (RAN)* ,

CAPIF was introduced in Release 15 to provide

which examines radio-related technologies; Service

a unified framework for the various APIs provid-

11

and System Aspects (SA)* , which examines service

ed by 3GPP. In 3GPP, service APIs are provided

functions and overall system architecture; and Core

by the aforementioned SCEF, NEF and functional

12

Network and Terminals (CT)* , which examines
13

parts for Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service

core networks* , terminal interfaces and functions.

(MBMS)*19. On the other hand, when developing and

Each TSG is subdivided into four to six working

using these APIs, there are common issues to be

groups. SA6 was established in 2014 as a working

considered, such as publishing and managing exposed

group within TSG SA that examines functionality

APIs and security-related functions. CAPIF serves

and architecture, especially for mission-critical ap-

as a framework for solving these common issues.

plications.
When SA6 was first launched, SA6 worked on

3.2 Architecture of CAPIF

developing specifications for mission-critical services

*5
*6

*7
*8

*9

CAPIF: A 3GPP framework that provides common functions
for exposing northbound APIs.
Northbound API: An API that is provided to a higher-level
application from the perspective of the device that provides
the API.
SEAL: A layer of functions commonly used by multiple industrial applications using the 3GPP network.
PCG: The highest decision-making body of 3GPP, responsible
for overall planning and progress management of 3GPP activities.
TSG: A group in 3GPP responsible for the development of technical specifications.

Typical CAPIF architecture is shown in Figure 1.

*10

*11

*12

RAN: In 3GPP, a group that is working on specifications for
networks consisting of base stations, etc. that control the radio layer and are located between the core network (see *13)
and the User Equipment (UE).
SA: The 3GPP group handling specifications for service requirements, architectures, security, codecs and network administration.
CT: In 3GPP, the group responsible for specifications for protocols within the core network (see *13) and between UE and
the core network.
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(1) API invoker

Service APIs

CAPIF APIs

API exposing function

(2) CAPIF core function

API publishing function

(3) API provider domain
functions

API management function

Figure 1

CAPIF architecture

3) API Provider Domain Functions

1) API Invoker
API invoker invokes the CAPIF APIs and ser-

The three functional entities, API exposing func-

vice APIs. Both applications owned by network

tion, API publishing function and API management func-

operators and applications owned by 3rd party pro-

tion, are collectively called API provider domain

viders other than network operators can be API

functions. CAPIF defines the provider of CAPIF

invokers.

core functions as the CAPIF provider and the

2) CAPIF Core Function

provider of API provider domain functions as the

CAPIF core function plays a central role in the
various functions provided by CAPIF, such as API

API provider, which can be two separate entities
or the same entity.

invoker authentication/authorization, API regis-

The API exposing function is a functional enti-

tration and policy management. These functions

ty that receives service API invocations from API

are provided as APIs, and each functional entity,

invokers. The API publishing function is respon-

including the API invoker, can use functions by

sible for publishing service API information to the

invoking these APIs. The CAPIF core function is

CAPIF core function to make service APIs avail-

located in a domain that the mobile network oper-

able to API invokers. Finally, the API manage-

ator can trust.

ment function is responsible for the management
of published service APIs and has functions such

*13

*14

*15
*16

Core network: A network comprised of switching equipment,
subscriber information management equipment, etc. UE communicates with the core network via a radio access network.
Push-to-talk: A method of voice communications in which a
call can be made only while a button is pressed, as in a transceiver.
Public Safety: Services for public safety, such as police, fire
and emergency services.
V2X: A technology that enables communication between a
vehicle and its surrounding environment, such as between the
vehicle and other vehicles or between the vehicle and objects
on the road (such as a traffic light).

*17

*18

*19

Drone: An aircraft that is not piloted by a person on board. In
3GPP, systems that include drone-related functions are called
Uncrewed Aerial System (UAS).
Smart Factory: A factory system that utilizes IoT and other
communication technologies. In 3GPP, it is specifically called
Factories of the Future (FF).
MBMS: A one-to-many (broadcast/multicast) communication
service provided by the 3GPP system.
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When an API invoker sends its identity infor-

as auditing the service API invocation log and

mation and the criteria for the API it wants to dis-

monitoring the service API status.

cover to the CAPIF core function, the CAPIF core

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

3.3 Functions of CAPIF

function retrieves APIs that match the criteria

This section focuses on the three typical

from the stored API information. The CAPIF core

functions of CAPIF: API invoker onboarding, ser-

function can also further filter the retrieved API

vice API discovery and API invoker authentica-

information according to its own discovery policy.

tion and authorization. These functions are im-

For example, it can exclude certain API categories

portant as preliminary steps for API invokers to

from discovery. Sending the list of service APIs

use a service API. For other detailed functions,

obtained in this way to the API invoker enables it

please refer to [2].

to get information on target service APIs.

1) API Invoker Onboarding

3) API Invoker Authentication and Authorization

An API invoker must provide its own infor-

An API invoker that has obtained information

mation to the CAPIF core function for approval

on a desired service API needs to go through the

prior to requesting a service API invocation. This

authentication and authorization process to invoke

procedure is called onboarding. If onboarding is

the service API. Authentication and authorization

successful, the API invoker will receive the infor-

methods (hereinafter referred to as “security meth-

mation necessary for subsequent authentication

ods”) used between the API invoker and the API

and authorization.

exposing function are decided in advance between

Onboarding allows the CAPIF core function to

the API invoker and the CAPIF core function, based

recognize the API invoker and to authenticate and

on information such as which security methods are

authorize the API invoker using the information

supported by both. Three types of security meth-

obtained in this procedure. The CAPIF core func-

ods are specified: Pre-Shared Key Ciphersuites for

tion can also send information about the service

Transport Layer Security (TLS-PSK)*20, Public Key In-

APIs exposed to the API invoker.

frastructure (PKI)*21 and TLS with OAuth*22 token [3].

2) Service API Discovery

The 3GPP TSG SA WG3 (SA3) is responsible for

For information on the service APIs that the
API invoker can invoke, the API invoker can not

developing these detailed security-related specifications.

only wait for the CAPIF core function to provide

After determining the security method to be

it in the onboarding procedure described above,

used, the API invoker requests authentication and

but can also query the CAPIF core function. The

authorization from the API exposing function pri-

procedure for obtaining service API information

or to or upon the service API invocation. The API

through this query is called service API discovery.

exposing function authenticates and authorizes the

*20
*21

*22

TLS-PSK: A method of establishing a TLS connection that uses
a Pre-Shared Key (PSK) to encrypt communications.
PKI: A mechanism for certifying the registrant of a public key
used in cryptography. In this article, it refers specifically to
the method of establishing a TLS connection using PKI.
OAuth: A standard specification for authorization of access
privileges. In this article, it specifically refers to OAuth 2.0
specified in Internet Engineering Task Force Request for
Comments (IETF RFC) 6749. Access privileges are controlled
by issuing data called tokens.
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API invoker based on a predetermined security

although some functions are commonly required

method while cooperating with the CAPIF core

among multiple vertical applications. Providing such

function as necessary. An important role of CAPIF

functions together as SEAL eliminates the need to

is to provide these security mechanisms in a uni-

implement them separately for each vertical appli-

fied manner.

cation and leads to efficient system development.

4.2 Architecture of SEAL

4. SEAL

Typical SEAL architecture is shown in Figure 2.

4.1 Purpose of SEAL Implementation

SEAL consists of a SEAL client, which performs

SEAL is a layer that brings together functions

client-side functions, and a SEAL server, which

commonly used by multiple industrial applications

performs server-side functions. Both of them com-

that use 3GPP networks. In 3GPP, a vertical domain,

municate with each other to realize functions such

or simply a vertical, is a set of industries and com-

as location information management and group

panies that provide services and products in a par-

management. The SEAL server can make use of

ticular field, such as V2X, drones and smart facto-

the functions provided by the 3GPP network sys-

ries. Each vertical application implements neces-

tem (e.g., APIs provided by NEF). When focusing

sary functions according to its own requirements,

on a particular SEAL function, a SEAL client or

3GPP
network
system

User equipment

VAL

SEAL

VAL client

VAL server

SEAL client

SEAL server

Figure 2

SEAL architecture
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server may be referred to by the name of its func-

for location information and sends the received lo-

tion (e.g., a SEAL server for location management

cation information to the VAL server.
It is possible to identify the location of other

is specifically referred to as a location management

User Equipment (UE) from UE as well as from the

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

server).
The Vertical Application Layer (VAL) is posi-

VAL server. For example, to find out the location

tioned above SEAL. VAL is the layer on which

of UE on which location management client A is

applications specific to each vertical (e.g., V2X ap-

implemented, location management client B, which

plications) reside. VAL clients and VAL servers

is implemented on different UE, can send a loca-

can use the functions provided by SEAL by com-

tion reporting trigger to the location management

municating with SEAL clients and SEAL servers

server. As in the previous example, the location

in the lower layer.

management server that receives the location reporting trigger queries location management cli-

4.3 Functions of SEAL

ent A for location information and sends the re-

This section focuses on three typical SEAL func-

ceived location information to location management

tions: location information management, group man-

client B. This process enables the location man-

agement and network resource management. SA6

agement client to obtain the location information

is also studying individual solutions for each verti-

of the target device.

cal and the use of the above three functions is be-

The time when location information is obtained

ing discussed in particular as part of these studies.

can also be changed depending on the purpose. Spe-

For other detailed functions, please refer to [4].

cifically, when a VAL server or a location manage-

1) Location Management

ment client obtains location information of a specif-

The SEAL client or server responsible for lo-

ic VAL user, it can receive the location information

cation management is called the location manage-

immediately after sending a location information

ment client or server, respectively. The location

report trigger, or it can set specific conditions and

management client and server can obtain infor-

receive the location information when the condi-

mation about the location of VAL service users.

tions are satisfied (e.g., the VAL server or the lo-

For example, when the VAL server wants to

cation management client receives the location in-

obtain the location information of a specific VAL

formation at regular intervals). In addition to re-

user, the VAL server sends a location reporting

ceiving location information directly from the loca-

trigger to the location management server as a

tion management client, the location management

signal to start the location reporting procedure.

server can also receive UE location information

After the location management server receives this

from the 3GPP network and send that information

signal, it queries the location management client

to the VAL server or other devices.
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2) Group Management
The SEAL client and server responsible for

ly. An example of network resource management

group management are called group management

service is to apply Quality of Service (QoS)*23 ac-

client and server, respectively. The group manage-

cording to VAL servicesʼ requests.

ment function allows the creation of a group con-

To apply the desired QoS, the VAL server sends

sisting and multiple VAL users and management

a network resource adaptation request to the net-

of members within that group.

work resource management server for specific UE

For example, when a VAL user authorized to

(or UE group). Based on this request, the network

create groups wants to create a new group, the

resource management server allocates network re-

group management client of the VAL user sends

sources to the target UE or UE group. The network

a group creation request to the group management

resource management server also connects to 3GPP

server. At this time, the identities of users to be

systems such as Policy Control Function (PCF)*24

included in the same group are also sent. Based

and initiates Policy and Charging Control (PCC)

on this request, the group management server cre-

procedures*25 based on requests. This makes it pos-

ates a new group. After creating a group, a group

sible to apply QoS according to the requirements

management client can send a group information

of each VAL service.

query request to the group management server to
obtain information about the created group. The

5. Conclusion

group management client can also add or delete
group members by sending a group membership
update request to the group management server.

This article provided an overview of the activities of 3GPP SA6 and described the two frameworks,

It is also possible to create location-based groups

CAPIF and SEAL, which were standardized by SA6.

when the group management service is used in

These frameworks are expected to play a role in

combination with the location management service

enabling industrial applications to utilize 3GPP sys-

described above. In such a case, the group man-

tems. SA6 has been continuously enhancing CAPIF

agement server requests and obtains a list of us-

and SEAL since they were introduced in Release

ers existing in a specific location from the location

15 and 16, respectively. NTT DOCOMO is contrib-

management server and creates a group with the

uting to the study of such enhancements. In Re-

users in the list. As shown in this example, multi-

lease 17 and later, the architecture for realizing

ple SEAL entities can be used to provide services.

edge computing*26 and technical specifications spe-

3) Network Resource Management

cific to services for individual industries such as

The SEAL client or server responsible for net-

V2X, drones and smart factories are also being

work resource management is called the network

discussed. SA6 has started technical studies for

*23
*24
*25

*26

QoS: Quality of a communications service. Bandwidth and latency are typical indicators.
PCF: A function of the 5G core network responsible for policy
control such as QoS and billing control.
PCC procedure: A series of processes related to policy control
and billing control. Requests from the network resource management server are also reflected in the 3GPP system by the
PCC procedure.
Edge computing: A form of service in which computational
processing is performed close to the UE. It is expected to reduce latency and to distribute network load.
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information flows to support Common API Framework

Release 18. NTT DOCOMO will promote standardization activities in 3GPP SA6 with a view to further industrial application use cases.

for 3GPP Northbound APIs; Stage 2,” Jun. 2021.
[3]

3GPP TS 33.122 V16.3.0: “Security aspects of Common
API Framework (CAPIF) for 3GPP northbound APIs,”
Jul. 2020.
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